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ABSTRACT

This research is about women running for the U.S. House of
Representatives. Specifically, within the time period 1982 to 1998,1
examine female performances in House elections to retest Wilma Rule's
(1981) thesis that a House district must have a strong "social welfare
context" for women to win both a major party nomination and election to
Congress. By "social welfare context" in a House district, I mean o higher
level of urbanization, more households receiving public assistance
income, and a higher percentage of women laborers sixteen years old
and older. I also incorporate into my models various national and
sociopolitical control variables measuring House district partisanship,
comparative female-male candidate electoral experience, and
comparative female-mole two-party campaign spending.
In this research, I discover that a social welfare context effect upon
women's House candidacies may be both place-specific and timespecific. In general, I uncover what many women-in-politics scholars hove
uncovered in previous research efforts. Sex and gender seem to
determine the likelihood that congressional candidates will hove the
attributes (money, experience, etc.) that voters to recognize and reward
more often in elections. In other words, women candidates may hove in
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voters' minds a collective uniqueness that may not electorolly work for
them most of the time.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

American women are politically underrepresented, most
conspicuously at the notional level. Women equal about fifty-two
percent of the notional voting age population, yet only thirteen percent
of members of the United States Congress are female (Jocobson, 2000:
240). These figures do not indicate very good numerical representation
for women, but previous statistics show an even worse comparative
picture regarding the lower houses of other countries' legislatures.
Darcy, Welch, and Clark (1994) listed 1992 figures from twenty-five
stable democracies. Finland and NoPA/oy's lower houses have had thirtyfive to about thirty-nine percent of its lower house membership female.
The Netherionds hod a lower house female proportion of under twentynine percent. Austria and Germany's equivalent chambers each showed
females comprising over twenty percent of their memberships. The U.S.
House of Representatives, in contrast, showed at the time a much lower
10.8%, well below the twenty-five democracies' average of 15.6% and
even after the infamous "Year of the Woman."
Women over time hove mode more progress at increasing their
memberships at lower levels of government, porticulariy at the state

legislative level. According to 1997 figures from the Center for the
American Woman and Politics, women's total membership in state
legislatures rose from 9.1% in 1977 to 21.5% in 1997, although Hogan (2001)
finds great interstate variations in female proportions. The State of
Washington currently boasts the highest proportion of female legislators at
over forty percent, exponentially up from a token 7% in 1964. Arizona,
Nevada, Colorado, New Hampshire, and Vermont hove females as thirty
to forty percent of their legislative membership. In fact, according to 1995
statistics, thirty-seven out of the fifty American state legislatures hod
female memberships at or significantly above fifteen percent of the total
membership body (Norronder and Wilcox, 1998).
There ore similar patterns with respect to state legislative leadership
positions. Women occupy 44.4% of all state legislative leadership positions
in Washington State. Connecticut is very close behind with 42.9%, along
with New Hampshire at 37.5% and Maine at 33.3%. Washington State also
ranks highest in women chairing legislative committees (78.8% of such
positions), followed by Colorado (45.8%), Maine (41.7%), and Vermont
(37%). States ranking the lowest on this scale are South Carolina (3.6%),
Pennsylvania (2.8%), Mississippi (2.7%), and Arkansas (2.6%) (Lief Polley,
2001).

Women hove also mode considerable progress in increasing their
representation in other aspects of American politics, such as local
government and campaign organizations. Female representation in
municipal govemments' city councils serving cities with at least 25,000
people has consistently risen since the early 1970s. Furthermore, the ratio
of city council representation to population percentage has risen for not
just white women but also African-American and Hispanic women (Darcy,
Welch and Clark 1994). Women in general occupied over 20% of all
elected local government positions by 1992. By lost year, about 21% of
American cities with more than 30,000 residents hod female mayors. By
this current year, twelve of the U.S.'s one hundred cities also hod female
mayors (Lief Palley, 2001). Boneparth (1977) and Williams (1998) also
reported that women are also holding more of the visible and hierarchical
leadership positions in electoral campaigns: pollsters, press secretaries,
medio managers, and consultants.
The U.S. Congress, however, has yet to significantly absorb above
token status this broadening and expansion of women's participation and
membership from lower political levels. From 1945 to 1960, only twentyseven women were elected to Congress. From 1970 to 1988, fifty-two
non-incumbent women won their individual congressional races, more
than in the previous thirty years of such elections. In the 1990 midterm

elections twenty-nine women out of seventy running for Congress won
their seats, but twenty-four of those twenty-nine winners were incumbents.
Women that year experienced a net gain of just three congressional
seats, o number only marginally higher than during the previous decade
(Foerstel and Foerstel, 1996).
1992, however, represented enormous gains for female
congressional candidates. Women increased their membership by the
largest amount in histor/: from twenty-eight to forty-seven members, or just
over ten percent of the total House. In foct, 1992 marked the first time in
congressional history that the percentage of women in either the House or
the Senate had risen to double digits. More specifically, 1992 was the
year of the Democratic woman, with twenty of twenty-three newly
elected women running under that party's banner (Jocobson, 2000). The
1994 midterm election, however, was not as generous to women as 1992's
hod been. Only eleven more women were elected to the House that
year. Subsequent years hove not been kind to women's electoral
prospects either (Goddie and Bullock, 2000).
What difference does it moke when women are numerically
underrepresented in any political system? The gap between the number
of women voters in o country and the number of women in its political life,
while not necessarily confined to the United States, has caused concern

for scholars woridwide. Such a gop may point to very undemocratic and
very adverse sociopolitical and socioeconomic conditions that unfairly
and unjustly depress or even mute women's individual and collective
influence in their political system.
Gertzog (1979) argued that any increased inclusion of
disadvantaged groups like ethnic, racial, or gender minorities
fundamentally improves the link between a society and its polity. A
process that systematically discriminates ogoinst women who possess
distinct and unique socioeconomic characteristics that is altered
somehow to permit more inclusion of them in the some system speaks very
positive things about that society. To the extent that women hove
opinions, views, beliefs, ond perspectives that ore not significantly heard in
the system, it could be viewed as o catalyst for orderiy chonge in o
democratic political system.
Reingold (2000) believed that more women in public office increase
women's political self-determination. Men can be at least somewhat
sympathetic to women's particular policy concerns, and they may be
able to effectively act upon those concerns to benefit women as o
group. If, however, political, social, and economic power is
disproportionately distributed in favor of men, it seem.s poternolistic. As
Anne Phillips stated, "there is something distinctly odd about o

democracy that accepts o responsibility for redressing disadvantage, but
never sees the disadvantaged as the oppropriote people to corry this
through" (1995:43-44).
Personal testimonials of female members of Congress olso point to
gendered inequalities and divisions of labor both inside and outside the
home, as well as to their relevance to certain public policy debates
(Foerstel and Foerstel, 1996). Despite increased gains in women receiving
higher education degrees, participating in paid labor forces, and entering
nontroditional occupations, women ore still not considered
socioeconomicolly equivalent with men. For instance, most women
despite the previously listed changes in professional and income status
ore still considered primarily responsible for maintaining their households
and raising their children. Occupational segregation in labor markets
continually finds women in work that involves some sort of nurturing,
coretoking, service to others, ond other domestic-type duties (e.g.,
teachers, child core workers, nurses, secretaries, ond social workers).
Men, in contrast, tend to hove professionol experiences revolving oround
"public" sector concerns like law, finonce, business administration,
commercial and industrial development, shipping, engineering, and
construction. Femole-dominoted occupations are thus associated with
typically "feminine" traits like compassion, nurturonce, service, and

devotion, while mole-dominated occupations are associated with
typically masculine "traits" like competitiveness, aggression,
independence, and leadership (Reingold, 2000).
Women's policy interests are also affected by their identification
with a group that extends beyond their districts' boundaries. Like AfricanAmericans and Hisponics, women suffer disproportionately from
insufficient training or outdated job skills. Unemployment and poverty
among female-headed households is considerably higher than among
mole-heoded households (Hall, 1996). Other issues affect women only or
almost exclusively, such as abortion, women's reproductive health ond
rights, sexual harassment, sexual assault, and domestic violence. As
Reingold herself stated, "the problem is not thot men cannot speak for
women or thot only women can speak for women. Rather, the problem is
that women should be able to speak for themselves" (2000: 250). In other
words, they must not only hove a collective voice and presence in a
public policymaking process; they must have some control of it to
improve both their individual and collective conditions in life.
Obtaining this control over time, however, has not been very easy.
The ideo of "elite circulation" also matters here (Carroll, 1994; Prewitt and
Stone, 1973). When new groups or social interests arise or gain strength,
power, and visibility within o society, they must be given some means to at

least express their goals and positions in the political structure and the
governing process if the existing social order is to be maintained. To that
end, existing elites will often try to recruit and assimilate leaders of such
groups and social interests into their ranks.
Though voters have the final soy in determining who those people
will be, they do not really hove the most important say, according to
Corroll (1994). The decision for any individual, mole or female, to officially
become ot least o candidate for nominotion by o political party rests with
the individual. It con be primarily on individual decision made by the
person alone or it con also involve o number of other people who act as
consultants advising the individual to campaign or not to compoign, such
as major party leaders. Yet with state and local political parties
weakening over time in terms of structure ond organization, such elites do
not in practice possess such control as they once did due to the growth in
primary elections. With these nomination processes, mole and female
candidates for office are more dependent upon their own resources and
their popular appeal for success than they were upon party leaders at
caucuses and conventions.
Party leaders, then, hove been subject to a set of conflicting
pressures when it hos come to recruiting women into political structures.
Positive pressures for increasing female numbers hove been the feminist
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movement as well as women's growing demands for on increosed role in
government as o result of their sharply increased collective political
consciousness in the 1960s and the 1970s. Most particularly, it has come
after years of women not being as rewarded as men for years of loyal
party services, prompting insurgent nomination campaigns (Carroll, 1994;
Dorcy, Welch, and Clork, 1994). The immediate post-Wotergote fallout
period of the mid-1970s also prompted notionol party leaders to take
stronger stands for increosed numbers of female nominees as on attempt
to regain the badly damaged trust of voters. 1976 in porticulor was
considered on above-average year for "outsiders" from Jimmy Carter on
down as women, considered os "uncorrupted outsiders" to the
compromised political process in terms of being more honest, trustworthy,
and more than contemporary mole politicians, were looked upon more
favorably OS political candidates (Carroll, 1994).
There have olso been contesting negative pressures working
against increased female political recruitment. Just as more liberalized
nomination paths worked to women's favor, they worked even more so to
male insurgent chollengers who were probably in even better positions to
exploit them with their better-developed business ond professionol
networks which probably provided them with the financial resource and
expertise necessary to launch successful campaigns. Epstein (1970) and

Carroll (1994) contended that professions and porties have hod
homogeneous tendencies in terms of mindsets and practices that
exclude individuals who do not possess the "appropriate" or similar
characteristics to many of the rank-and-file membership. Since most
party leaders hove been disproportionately men, this tendency may hove
perpetuolly worked ogoinst women. They may also perceive, perhaps
quite incorrectly, that different publics ore terribly disinclined to vote for
women.
However slowly they have occurred, hove increasing numbers of
female members of Congress mode o difference? Have they voted
differently from men at least on some issues and is there some consistency
on how they vote on "women's issues"? Research in this area soys yes on
both questions, even with the understanding that women are not o
homogeneous caucus in Congress and that they con be subject to the
some set of influences (e.g., party, ideology, district chorocteristics, and
post electoral performance) as their mole colleagues.
Fronkovic (1977) studied the voting patterns of Congresswomen
from 1961 to 1975. She finds that women hove become o more cohesive
group over time and that the dimensions of their voting behavior ore
significantly different from their fellow mole members, at least in one
session. She also reports on emergence of some "liberal" unity among
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Congresswomen. While not truly "feminist" in orientation, Fronkovic at
least characterized her study group as "at least a coalition of feminine
members of the House" (1977: 329).
Welch (1985) also looked of Congresswomen's voting patterns, but
in her cose from 1972 to 1980. Her dependent variable was the
Congressional Quorteriy's conservative coalition support score, adjusted
for attendance. She found that women in Congress did vote in a more
liberal direction than do men, though the differences decreased over
time ond they were practically negligible among Northern Democrats.
Women were also slightly more likely to represent constituencies which are
Northern and urban and hove higher proportions of blacks and foreignborn.
Recent research suggests on even more pronounced relationship
between a member's sex and roll call voting on a certoin set of issues.
Swers (1998) looked at the voting records of all 435 House members in the
103^«^ Congress on a set of women's issues. These issues included six bills
rated os such by the American Association for University Women (AAUW)
OS well as eight other bills identified as important to women's issues by the
Congressional Caucus for Women's Issues (CCWI). Regression analysis on
a computed composite score of women's issue votes showed a direct
and significant effect of sex upon voting for issues thot most directly affect
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women, such as reproductive issues, abortion, education, and family and
medical leave. Swers' findings did not find o connection between the
percentage of black district residents, the percentage of urban district
residents, and region (South versus non-South). Congresswomen were
also more likely to vote positively for women's issues even when controlling
for ideological and partisan factors.
A number of more recent studies echoed similar findings of men
and women voting differently on a certain set of issues (Burrell, 1994;
McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal, 1997). With various controls, other studies
showed that women vote consistently with other women in their sex bloc,
particularly on issues that most directly affect women as a group.
Tatolovich and Schier (1993) found that sex is a significant predictor of
pro-choice roll coll voting, even among GOP women. Burrell (1994) used
OLS regression analysis of representatives' Notional Women's Political
Coucus (NWPC) scores and uncovers o significant influence of
representatives' sex on their degrees of women's issue voting, even when
controlling for party, region, and district favors.
Clark (1998) found that, though o legislator's porty's impact was
stronger than a legislator's sex's impact, men and women did vote
differently on bills. On legislation to allow abortions at defense facilities,
women voted overwhelmingly "yes" eighty-one to nineteen percent.
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Men, in contrast, voted fifty-eight to forty-two percent ogoinst it. Roll call
voting on proposed revisions to the Clean Water Act also showed
distinctive inter-sex cleavages. Women overwhelmingly opposed them
seventy percent to thirty percent while men predominantly favored them
fifty-nine percent to forty-one percent.
Fowler (1993) believed that legislative recruitment is important in
one fundamental sense. Candidates provide citizens with the choices
ond alternatives necessary to the functioning of o democratic system.
Simultaneously, they reflect the existing social order. If that is at least
somewhat true, then the congressional election environment reflects o
social order that still predominantly works to women's disadvantage as for
as aspiring to notional public office.
The picture is obviously clear to political scientists everywhere.
When mole incumbents run, they usually win. The less change there is in
the legislative membership, the fewer opportunities there ore for women
to increase their direct input as legislators and the slower the growth in
such o group (Jocobson, 2000). These findings may indeed be obvious,
but an important goal of social science is to take intuitively obvious
findings and to better specify the conditions under which these things
might hold or not hold. It is valuable to try to construct, develop, and
refine empirical models which represent the congressional election
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process to examine the conditions under which barriers to change might
themselves be at least effectively relaxed (Andersen and Thorson, 1984).
That being said, what does it take for women to win nomination
ond election to Congress? On at least some levels, female challengers
ore not too different from mole challengers in terms of some of the things
they may theoretically and minimally need just to run for seats. "Among
the range of social characteristics and resources that o candidate may
convert into success, money, family connections, professional training,
and political experience are among the most important. The extent to
which each of these characteristics contributes to victory is likely to vary in
time, place, and circumstance" (Gertzog, 1979: 440). Hogan (2001)
believes that culture, institutions, electoral arrangements, and
demographic features are oil fundomentol conditions that give rise to or
help women's campaign organization building, fundraising, and vote
getting.
But with the sanguine and ver/ slow growth in women's
congressional representation over time, it continually raises questions as to
the conditions besides predominant mole incumbency that both block
women's candidacies and elections and the conditions that moke both
more possible. Like mole candidates, women candidates may have
some control over variables like party affiliation and fundraising, but
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Kramer (1971) pointed out that all congressional candidates ore subject
to forces that ore literally beyond their control, particuloriy those that ore
party-related. Women also do not hove any control over another possibly
crucial variable: district characteristics. It has been asserted in some
women-in-politics research that successful House women may be
confined to winning in districts with particular characteristics.
Of particular interest is one very sparsely researched thesis: the
"social welfare context" (Rule, 1981). According to it, a House district
where social welfare issues ore more likely to be important or salient
enhances women's election results. "Social welfare issues," as shall be
indicated later, refer most closely to "o wide range of concerns related to
domestic and public roles for women as caregivers or nurturers"
(Reingold, 2000: 164). They hove generally been concerned about
things like children, families, education, health core, and poverty.
In all of the literature on what helps women run ond get elected to
Congress, this is surprisingly the most ignored hypothesis and the
hypothesis itself is not adequately or rigorously tested. Knowing if there is
an octuol, observed, empirical relationship between a House district's
social welfare context and women's electoral outcomes will help us
better understand the congressional election process regarding women
by filling in a missing piece regarding a possibly persistent set of
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inequalities of opportunity for women (Uhlaner and Schlozmon, 1986).
This research, then, looks at o certain set of district-level political and
socioeconomic characteristics, especially those measuring a possible
social welfare context, to determine why some women compared to
others are successful in winning House open seat elections.
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Table 1.1 Women's Percentages in Notional Legislatures'
Lower Houses of the 25 Stable Democracies, 1992
Nation

Women(%)

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherionds
New Zealand
Norway
Portgual
Spain
Sweden
Switzeriond
United Kingdom

6.8
20.2
8.0
13.2
33.0
38.5
5.3
20.5
4.7
23.8
9.2
12.9
2.4
16.9
1.5
28.6
15.6
35.8
7.8
14.0
33.5
17.5
9.2

United States

10.8

Mean
Standard Deviation
Median

16.0
10.5
13.2

Source: Darcy, R., Susan Welch, and Janet Clark. 1994.
Women, Elections, and Representation. Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press. Authors' calculotions from information
supplied by national embassies, November, 1992.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

To study females' political behavior is to implicitly assume that, at
many levels, they politicolly behave differently from moles. The extensive
literature on female political advancement shows that, of least on some
levels, it is empirically true. However, there has been this debated
underlying question throughout these studies: "When a woman runs
against o man, will she be helped or hurt by her sex?" (Darcy and
Schramm, 1977: 1).
Much of this discussion on this question has centered on women
running for office with varying degrees of different endogenous ond
exogeneous factors, the most common of them being experience,
money, and national partisan forces. The possible relotionship between o
House district's social welfare context and women's electoral outcomes
has not been researched very extensively. Rule (1981) and Burrell (1994)
remained to dote the only studies that hove devoted some attention to it,
and other studies only incorporate one component variable of the thesis,
urbanization, in their studies (Connor Green, 1994; Darcy and Schramm,
1977).

Before looking at the literature's treatment of these variables.
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however, some factors related to individuol inertia regarding women
deciding to run and/or being encouraged to run should be discussed first.

Female Inertia
Though women earned the right to vote with the 19^^ Amendment's
1920 passage, history measured women's representation progress by
"firsts": the first female elected to Congress (Jeonette Rankin, Montana,
1916), the first female U.S. Senator (Rebecca Latimer Felton, Georgia,
1924), the first female African-American state legislator (Mrs. Howard
Harper, West Virginia, 1924), and the first African-American U.S. Senator
(Carole Moseley-Broun, Illinois, 1992). Obsession with occurrences of the
"firsts" have blinded democrotic citizens woridwide to the reality that
granting suffrage to women was the first and not the only step to
increasing women's political participation (Dorcy, Welch, and Clark 1994).
Works such as Maurice Duverger's (1955) The Political Role of
Women pointed out that democratic systems like the United States hove
failed in one significant aspect. Such political systems established
women's suffrage but did absolutely nothing to increase women's formal
input in the political process as elected officials. Duverger argued that
there were three "barriers" hindering increased female representation.
First, women consistently encountered "voter hostility." Voters simply
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preferred being represented by o mole rather than a female. Secondly,
women suffered from o "mole conspiracy" among political porty elites
dedicated to preserving control of their parties against women as
potential challengers to their power. Finally, women moy consistently foil
in winning office because the electoral arrangements or systems ore not
very conducive to their electoral chances.
Indeed, the consensus for decades after passage of the 19*^
Amendment was that women seemed unfit to occupy political offices in
lorger numbers. Welch (1978) identified two main "arguments" for why
women were not viewed os viable public office candidates. The
"political socialization argument" emphatically stated that politics, due to
its competitive and rough-and-tumble nature, was simply "o man's
gome." The "sex role argument" stated that women were considered
unfit and considered themselves unfit for public office because of their
strong socializations into very specific domesticated roles: "wife" and
"mother."
Lee (1977) believed that the historical reluctance of women to run
may hove centered around three things. Those things hove been their
commitment to family life, the range of domestic responsibilities that they
have, and the belief that even in modern times political careers were not
considered "appropriate" for o lady. In a survey of local male and
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female political actives, the lock of political participation stems from three
factors: children, a fear of sex discrimination, and a perceived impropriety
of certain political activities such as campaigning (Lee 1974).
Van de Vries (1948) and Welch (1978) argued that women hove not
been encouraged to run for elections for four reasons. First, political party
organizations at all levels hove been exclusively controlled by men.
Secondly, most women's organizations have hod nonpartisan policies.
Thirdly, campaigns hove become more and more expensive. Finally,
public office con make personal affairs very secondary to being
constantly "on call" for official duties.
Deber (1982) offered similar hypotheses for why females may
struggle ogoinst self-imposed ond externally-imposed constraints. Women
may predominantly engage in "self-selection," meaning simply that they
do not seek office. "Targeting" may also be involved. Women aspirants
for nomination and election may be overconcentroted in hopeless
environments in which a poor showing may be very much foreshadowed.
Female candidates may also be discriminated ogoinst with regard to
campaign resources and there may also be outright "sexism" in terms of
voter discrimination at polling places. Hogan (2001), in his analysis of state
legislative female recruitment, hypothesized that the distance from a
capital city may also be a factor. "Geographic mobility" may constrain
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women due to concerns about uprooting their families from familiar home
environments (Nechemias, 1985).
Whatever theories and hypotheses have been advanced in the
literature regarding constoints or barriers against increased female
legislative representation, statistics computed show some set of barriers at
work. For instance, in the state of Pennsylvania alone, 2,476 candidates
ran for Congress between 1920 and 1974. Eighty-eight of those
candidates were women. Of the 251 candidates that were elected in
that whole time period, only three were women and they were male
incumbents' widows (Deber, 1982).
Over time, however, scholars hove noted that os socioeconomic
conditions and women's occupational statuses have both changed,
some barriers hove, in fact, melted with regard to women's representation
in Congress. Gertzog (1979) found that eoriierfemole congressional
members benefited from family affluence or wealth, but that has become
less important over time with increasing proportions of female lawyers,
especially among non-widows. He believed it shows some evidence of o
lessening of tension or conflict between family and political goals and
obligations.
Bernstein (1986) blamed on imbalance of ambition between the
sexes for disproportionately low female candidates. Mole competition for
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open seat nominations, he found, has become stiffer over time. Women
have increasingly faced at least "one young man in o hurry" in virtually
every open seat race in the 1970s. Increasing numbers of ambitious men
have not been countered by increasing numbers of ambitious women in
open seat primaries. Using mole and female candidates' ages as
surrogate measures for candidate ambition, Bernstein found several other
things. The winning percentage in primaries tends to be higher for
younger candidates than for older candidates. Women running for open
seat nominations tend to face younger mole competitors than do women
running for nominotions in incumbent seats. Finally, female candidates
tended to be older than mole candidates.
Simulated models of female representation olso point to built-in
inertia forces within our national electoral system. Andersen and Thorson
(1984) found that about forty-eight elections or ninety-six years would be
required to reach equilibrium if incumbency levels are consistently high,
even if the probability of a female nomination equals the probability of a
mole nomination. In o Markov simulation process, Dorcy and Choike
(1986) discovered that without bias incorporated into their model, the
proportion of women in a legislature eventuolly will equol proportions of
new women candidates.
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other forecasts for increased female representation hove likewise
not been very optimistic. Herrick (1996), for example, said thot women
running in open seats get fifteen percent fewer votes than men when oil
else is held equal. Among the forces which could weaken this anti-female
representation inertia, very sporadically at least, are highly-increased
seniority among mole incumbents and scandals (Krebs and Walsh 1996).
The relevant literature, however, has very squarely concentrated
upon three general factors related to women's performance in
congressional elections: financial quality, electoral experience, and
district partisanship. In any subset of social science literature, one con
expect to see some diversity in terms of operotionolizotions of variables. In
this case, no matter what specific way scholars choose to measure these
things, they conclude that they ore fundamentally important to women's
electoral chances for Congress.

Financial Quality
Burrell (1985) hypothesized three possible relationships between a
candidate's sex and the amount of campaign funds he or she receives.
There could be o negative overall relationship indicating o perceived
candidate inferiority. Women must then work harder to prove their
condidate viability. The relationship could also be positive as women ore
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perceived as more "honest" than men by virtue of being long-term
outsiders excluded from official political porticipotion. There could also
be no perceived inter-sex differences regarding the ability to raise money
and thus receive majority vote shares as o result.
There has been some disagreement on the exact nature of this
whole relationship. Bernstein (1986) believed that the number of women is
unlikely to increase rapidly until women show the same kind of drive for
personal advancement shown by men. It may affect the amount of
money given to them as candidates. Wilhite and Theilmonn (1986),
however, found that total Political Action Committee funds ore
unaffected by a candidate's sex.
Uhlaner and Schlozman (1986) contended that incumbency is such
o pervasive force in American electoral politics that it cannot help but
significantly condition this relationship. Some possible explanations of this
alleged sex-based money gap ore direct sex-based discrimination by
donors or women on the whole commanding fewer qualities or
characteristics that donors tend to reward. Campaign donors also
frequently hove policy goals that they wont to achieve, and money tends
to disproportionately flow to those people who ore in power.
Uhlaner and Schlozman (1986) also contended thot the probability
of victory does not always predict the amount of money donated to o
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political candidate, mole or female. Money goes not only to candidotes
who look like winners, but to incumbents who may actually need the
money because of competing in contested primaries, having won only
marginally in their last elections, or facing well-financed challengers.
Benze and DeClercq (1986) believed that donors must "perceive"
that candidates on some level, porticulariy incumbents, must hove some
decent chance to win or else they will literally be wasting their money on
them. Women may be facing problems raising money in relation to o
tendency for state and local political parties to bock women os
"sacrificial lambs" to run as nominees in "hopeless" electorol contests.
Contributors may rather spend their money on people with better winning
prospects. In a moil survey of congressional and statewide office
candidates, one female responded: "Many political operatives just do not
take female candidates seriously, and won't back them as strongly which
inhibits fundraising" (1986: 959).
Herrick (1996) argued that the effect of gender on spending may
be conditioned by the nature of the times when an election is held. The
"honest outsider" perception may work to their odvantage only in times of
great dissatisfaction with male incumbents due to scondals or economic
downturns when more voters feel that some "new blood" in Congress is
badly needed. Women may hove benefited from a kind of "novelty"
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status and may have received free medio coverage both in the 1970s in
the immediate post-Watergate period and in 1992 running in the
populoriy-lobelled "Year of the Woman." Herrick also believed that sex
differences in resource value may be different and smaller in open seats
than in incumbent-held ones.
Krebs and Walsh (1996) used the natural log of female and mole
campaign spending measured in 1992 dollars in their 1972 to 1992 analysis
to account for diminishing marginal returns of higher and higher amounts
of money. Female spending hos a hypothesized positive effect upon o
female's percentage of the House district's two party vote. This applies to
both open and incumbent seats. Mole spending has o negative
influence upon such a dependent variable in open seats but o positive
influence upon it in incumbent races.
Berch (1996) believed that the disagreement in the literature over
whether or not women are really and fundomentolly disadvantaged has
to do with researchers' different methodologicol choices or the time
period they choose to study. Also, there has been the emergence of
PACs specifically created to financially support women congressional
candidates, such os EMILY'S List and two bipartisan groups (the Women's
Campaign Fund and the Notional Women's Political Caucus) plus one
(Wishlist) that contributes to Republican women candidates. Also, no
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matter what the actual amount that these groups give to candidates is,
the endorsements implicitly attached with such donations may also help
women. This interest group activity may hove significantly reduced any
post intersex gaps in funding. However, Berch (1996) acknowledged that
not every dollar spent by o candidate, mole or female, has the same
effect. He believes that the success of women candidates in House
elections may be more or less dependent on how much they spend
compared to how much mole candidates themselves spend on their own
roces.
Connor Green (1998) contended that women may hove to spend
more money and spend it eoriy to overcome stereotypes of
"unelectobility" or lower "assumed competence" because of women's
"outsider" status or the simple fact that women ore not as plentiful in
office OS men. She uses the female's amount of spending divided by the
sum of female and mole two-party spending as o differential measure,
with the money amounts adjusted to constant 1982 dollars. From 1982 to
1988, the percent of women who outspent their mole opponents who win
elections was 56%. From 1992 to 1994, the percentage of women who did
the same thing was 64%.

On the whole, women seemed to hove gotten

more votes per dollar in the 1990s versus the 1980s.
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Electoral Experience
Like candidate spending, the effects of previous electoral
experience for mole and female candidates ore intuitive to point of being
obvious. More of it increases the likelihood of winning congressional seats
for both sexes. Furthermore, it does not seem to matter exactly what kind
of electoral experience is important be it local or state as long os it is "any
office to which one must be elected" (Gertzog, 1979: 437). But, again, the
issue of sex in the relevant literature revolves around possible differentiol
effects for both groups of candidates. Does having previous electoral
experience moke the same kind of difference for both sexes?
Werner (1966) found that effective springboards for entry into
Congress ore state legislatures and local, state, and notional parties. In
studying the biogrophicol data of seventy-one women elected from 1917
to 1964, she uncovered some relationship between previous political
experience and vote shares. Twenty percent of them had previously
sen/ed in state legislotures. A smaller number of them were found eoch
sep/ing at the city, town, or county government level. Eighteen
Congresswomen hod no prior political activities mentioned,
Bullock and Heys (1972) looked at the occupational backgrounds
of Congresswomen from 1917 to 1970, focusing particularly upon female
House freshmen from 1947 to 1967. They expect that the regularly elected
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women should be well-educated, hove occupational experience outside
the home, and have been frequently politically active prior to being
elected to Congress. Among the thirty-five regularly elected
Congressmen elected in the longer time period, sixty-nine percent had
some previously elected office, be it the stote legislature, local office, or o
state office other than a legislature. Reguloriy elected Congresswomen
also served their political parties at more than one level, while widows
listed no such political party service at any level. The former group also
predominantly hod some kind of office-holding experience while widows
very disproportionately did not. Bullock and Heys concluded that political
experience is even more crucial for women than men who want to be
elected to Congress.
Post research has similarly found that some women's political
advancements to Congress were very limited because of their widowed
status but also because of a glaring tendency for women to be
nominated for "winless" races (Gertzog and Simord, 1981; Lomson, 1968;
Tolchin and Tolchin, 1973). Gertzog (1979) reported that early
Congresswomen's personally earned political skills were likely to be very
related to their marital experiences. Among the thirty-seven widows
whose husbands hod themselves been incumbents and who inherited
their party labels and nominations, thirty-two of them won elections. Of
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these thirty-two women, seventeen of them did not run for re-election
after they served all or part of their late husbands' terms.
Gertzog and Simord (1981) also discovered that women ore
disproportionately recruited to run in "hopeless" contests, or district races
which feature o non-incumbent versus incumbents in districts carried by
the opposition party by at least sixty percent of the vote in the lost
election. This is particularly vexing for women in particular since Gertzog
and Simord, along with Andersen and Thorson (1984) and Darcy and
Choike (1986) contended, directly or indirectly, that increased women's
representation in Congress is literally a numbers gome. The more women
run, the more they will likely win, even ogoinst incumbents. Gaining
previous electoral experience in order to run is also not as difficult as it
may hove been in the past for women with greater turnover rotes in state
legislatures (Bernstein 1986).
In general, the literature specifies two reasons why female House
condidotes do better than other female candidotes without experience
at the ballot boxes. First, candidates with previous experience do better
because they hove increased contacts, name recognition, and more
developed and experienced campaign orgonizotions (Bond, Covington,
and Fleisher, 1985; Green and Krasno, 1988; Herrick, 1996). Secondly,
those with prior election success ore likely to be more experienced in
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raising money and more skilled in terms of knowing which campaign
strategies ore more likely to work among certain groups of potential voters
(Berch, 1996). However, Herrick (1996) posited that female and mole
candidates may not need similar resources to get votes. Stereotypes in
terms of candidate perceptions of women being "unwinnoble" for a
variety of reasons (e.g., not aggressive or assertive by nature, too much of
on unexperienced outsider). Previous electoral experience may
especially help women by of least somewhat erasing the "less electable"
label.
Most studies of women in congressional elections employ the
dichotomous measure of candidate experience with " 1 " equaling
previous electoral experience at any level and "0" equaling no
experience at oil (e.g., Krebs ond Walsh 1996). Two exceptions ore
Goddie and Bullock (1997) which used the eight-point Green and Krasno
(1988) candidate quality scale which includes professional, celebrity, and
elective experience and Connor Green (1998) which incorporoted poired
male and female candidate electoral experiences to test for possible
differential experiences. This much con be said from this port of the
literature no matter what methodology is employed. Previous elective
experience, no matter what the gender, wins for congressionol
candidates.
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District Partisanship
Another kind of variable is extensively used in the relevant literature:
notional parties' presidential election performance in House districts,
otherwise known as "presidential coattoils." It matters immensely to
congressional candidates, most particularly those competing in open
seats since not only is the dampening incumbency effect erased, but
congressional elections are becoming increasingly "nationalized" with
growing correlations between how presidential candidates and
congressional candidates of the some party do in House districts
(Jocobson, 1997, 2000). Simply put.

because candidates competing for open seats ore normally
much more closely balanced in skills and resources than ore
challengers and incumbents, the outcome is more strongly
influenced by partisan trends, both local and national. Without
the pull of incumbency, votes ore cost more consistently along
party lines, so election results reflect state or district partisanship
more consistently. Presidential coattoils ore stronger; that is,
voters ore more likely to cose congressional votes consistent
with their presidential vote, so the fotes of candidates for open
seats ore tied more closely to the top of the ticket in presidentiol
election years. (Jocobson, 2000: 91-92)

With this in mind, this factor becomes particuloriy important
regarding female House candidates. Like mole candidates, there ore
factors that they con personally control and foctors like district
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partisanship or presidential coattoils that they cannot control. Party
strength in districts con enhance challengers' abilities to get votes, most
especially stronger party identifiers. Incumbency may be the most
powerful barrier to women's increased representation, but what if the
"wrong" type of district partisanship erects another tough barrier for
women in incumbency's place? If women candidates ore
disproportionately found in one political party versus another for a variety
of reasons, many having to do with being able to represent "women's
interests," notional party forces operating within districts may be
consistently counterproductive to increased to women's representation.
Eoriier research in this vein discovered or at least hinted of this.
Werner (1966) found that women were more successful getting elected
during presidential election years ond during Worid War II. Their numbers
dropped during periods of economic downturn. Darcy ond Schramm
(1977) used the 1972 percentage of o district's presidential vote for
Richard M. Nixon as their partisanship measure. District partisanship was
lower on average for nominated women and oppeored to be
insignificant for both Democratic and Republican women.
Gertzog and Simard (1981) studied the period of congressionol
elections from 1916 to 1978. They found thot women hove been
significantly and increasingly picked to run against incumbents where the
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opposition party was dominant. This trend was most pronounced for
Democratic women, most especiolly between 1964 and 1978.
Republican women, however, were generally immune from this tendency
from 1940 to 1962.
Burrell (1994) reported a significant tendency for women to run in
congressional elections as Democrats. In her analysis, it spells o greater
likelihood of winning nominations. It also may be due to more
Democratic than Republican women serving in state legislatures, along
with local district cultures not being very receptive to seeing female
candidates competing as Republicans.
Herrick (1996) stated thot women may benefit from o "good" or
"strong" party label in districts fovoroble to their candidacies and parties.
Partisan forces, however, act independently of women's control so they
may either not matter to women at all even though they wear the party
label or the value may not be the same oil the time from election year to
election year. Women in open seats can gain more volue from district
party strength than men, but in their collective cose, being dependent
upon partisan composition of their House districts may be a doubleedged sword.
The problem, according to Herrick (1996), is that voters can
stereotype women candidates and their parties in very similar ways.
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Female candidates and Democrats hove been stereotyped, in many
cases fairly accurately, as both liberal and strong on "compassion issues."
Voters ore likely to feel confident that women will provide appropriate
representation during elections when compassion issues are more
important. However, compassion or social welfare issues ore not
consistently important to lorge groups of voters from election year to
election year.
Berch (1996) believed that district partisanship may account for the
fair amount of women trotted out as congressional party nominees but
also OS "sacrificial lambs." He found some evidence that this occurs
especially with femole Republican open seot candidacies. In other
words, the more Democratic a district is in composition, the greater the
likelihood that the Republican candidate will be o woman. "Sacrificial
lamb" situations may draw lone women as primary candidates and
parties may encourage them to run in order to publicly say that they
support women candidates.
Krebs and Walsh (1996) measured district partisanship differently.
Their measure is the shore of the two-party vote a womon is expected to
win, based upon the incumbent's average vote share won by the
previous incumbent. In open seats, the overage vote share won by the
previous incumbent is the measure. This measure, however, is highly
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questionable since it seems to do nothing but display in a t-1 sense the
already obvious power of incumbency. It appears to be o measure that
flies in the face of Jocobson's (2000) logic. However, they do employ o
dichotomous "party tides" variable which codes female candidacies as
"0" if they occur in election years where their party is expected to lose
seats in Congress and " 1 " if their party is expected to win them. When
they run this in their OLS model, it works significantly and positively for
incumbent held seats but curiously enough not for open ones.
King and Motlond (1997) found some interesting patterns regarding
nomination and election by women candidates' parties. Women seem to
hove a harder time winning Republican nominations but on easier time
winning as Republicans. Conversely, women seem to hove on easier time
winning Democratic nominations but o harder time winning os
Democrats, perhaps because they ore trying to win independent and
Republican crossover voters.
Connor Green (1998) used perhaps the simplest and most direct
measure of district partisanship. In her analysis, it is the district vote for the
presidential candidate of the woman's party. She obsen/ed o relatively
large coottoil effect from Democratic candidates, especially via Bill
Clinton in 1992. She argued that this measure mokes particular sense
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offer the state legislatures' 1990 redistricting which created some brand
new seats in some states.
Hoffman, Palmer, and Goddie (2000) used what they coll o "female
party's normal vote," which is the overage of the Republican two-party
vote for president between the two previous elections. They justify this
measure on the grounds that this measure correlates highly with other
measures (Bond, Fleisher, and Tolbert 1997). It is also used because it has
functioned os a strong predictor of open seat outcomes (Goddie and
Bullock, 1995, 2000; Goddie and Mott, 1998). The nationalization of House
elections should moke partisanship even more important than candidote
attributes, such as money or previous electoral experience. A higher
proportion of women in the Democratic Party could dampen femole
advancement if partisan tides work ogoinst Democrats.
In the post-1992 period, Hoffman, Palmer, and Goddie (2000) found
that Republican women tended to do better ot the polls than Democratic
women, but that Democratic women in contrast ore nominated more
often. Also, in the post-1992 sense, oil open seat congressional elections
aligned more closely with the normal vote than in the 1980s, most
especially if the contest featured at least one woman candidate. They
concluded that experience and financial quality ore not sufficient to
secure the future electoral success of women. Also, they wondered if sex
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OS a cue is pulling voters to ideological extremes. It may be possible that
an interaction of partisan and sex stereotypes is happening when
Democratic women run.
Basically, looking ot the literature which includes district partisanship
OS some sort of independent variable, it generally agrees upon a few
things. First, like mole House candidates, female candidates con be both
dependent upon and benefactors of good notionol party swings. Two, if
there is o predominant tilting of candidates in one party versus another,
the dependency con function os another barrier perhops not as
perpetually strong os incumbency but still a strong barrier nonetheless,
porticulory in open seots where the former bonier is supposed to be
removed. Thirdly, there may be on interaction among voters between
portison and sex stereotypes thot may employ at election time that most
of the time does not work in women's favors but only works in their
collective favor if social welfare or "compassion" issues ore important
enough to enough voters.
Out of twenty-five studies of women os congressional candidates,
fourteen of them hove used and identified.as significant financial and
challenger quality os factors influencing women's ascensions to Congress.
At least seven of them account for both foctors plus district partisanship,
and they do so rather convincingly even with variations in their variable's
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measurements. However, there is one other potential factor that has
been long neglected in the literature thot wos posited twenty years ago
by Wilmo Rule (1981) that hos not been as rigorously looked of nor directly
employed: a district's "social welfore context." A discussion of the way it
has been at least portiolly operationolized in the post follows.

Social Welfare Context
Assuming that femole candidates, like mole candidates, choose to
run in constituencies that they consider "favorable" to their candidacies.
Rule hypothesizes that o social welfare context within a state legislative or
congressional district will give women a better chance to win nominations
and elections to such seats. Building upon previous female recruitment
research [Dorcy and Schramm (1977), Werner (1968)], cross-sectionol
statewide comparative policy reseorch [Cnudde and McCrone (1969),
Shorkonsky and Hofferbert (1969), Morgan and Lyons (1975), and Wright
(1977)], and the recruitment theory focusing upon eligibility proposed by
Seligmon et ol, (1974), Rule posited thot women legislators at the
congressional level ore elected from polities favorable to sociol welfare
programs. When welfare issues become more prominent in o state and o
nation, eliaibilitv is broadened to those who hove of least a concern for if
not also on expertise in such oreos os education, aid to dependent
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children, youth problems, and public assistance. These issues would
appear to be consistent with women's traditionally assigned roles as "wife,
mother, and nurturer." Therefore, elites and voters may be more
receptive in these social welfare contexts to women's potential ond
octuol candidacies than in non-welfare oriented polities.
This reasoning was based upon several previous findings related to
district demographic characteristics. Werner (1968) found an inverse
relationship between population and representation. Darcy and
Schramm (1977) researched the urbanization-electoral success link for
congressional women even further. They studied women running in
districts where the two major parties had together earned ninety percent
of the total vote in 1970, 1972, and 1974, along with the Survey Research
Center's Election surveys for each of those years.
Democratic women, they discovered, relied upon extro-porty
organizations like women's political groups to endorse and support
women's nominations, found more in urban oreos. Republican women
hod o smaller chance of being nominated in urbanized seats with less
competition for tickets and maybe and opportunity for the G.O.P. to
balance its tickets sexually with members of an underrepresented group.
Districts nominating women were ten percent more urban than only men,
and districts nominating Democratic women were on overage most
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urban. Dorcy and Schramm (1977) believed that this was because of a
link between more urbanized areas and people engaged in more partyline Democratic voting. Also, urban organizations might have hod larger
pools of activist women who are potential candidates.
Rule (1981) examined statewide contextual doto in the 1974 state
legislative and congressional elections related to women's winning
nominations and elections. She gives three reasons for doing this. First,
the analysis would allow her to compare the some environmental factors
for state legislative ond congressional analyses. Secondly, previous
research indicated that the state level is significant for understanding the
processes and procedures of nomination and election, as well as policy
preferences within states. Finally, there was the described difficulty in
obtaining most cross-stote data over extended time periods. The
variables involved in testing for successful nominations included:
A state adoption's of women's suffrage.
The percentage of women in work force.
The percentage of women professionals.
The percentage of women in higher educotion.
Aid to dependent children in stote.
Per pupil expenditure for education, ond
General assistance payments,
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Variables involved testing for actual election to Congress included:
•

The Democratic party dominance of the state legislature,

•

A Lock of party competition for state offices, or the Ranney
(1971) Index,

•

Men's income,

•

State legislative salary,

•

Population,

•

Size of the legislative membership, and

•

Urbanization.

What were significant in terms of nomination were the old to dependent
children and general assistance payments variables. What were
significant in terms of actual election to Congress were the men's income,
population, and urbanization variables.
Rule's (1981) study, however, was theoretically and
methodologically flawed on several levels. First, she looked at statewide
percentages of women as ports of the total statewide congressionol
delegations, even combining women state and congressional legislative
delegations into one variable. If o House district is the preferred unit of
analysis in studying women's representation, then the variables and their
subsequent analysis should be confined to within each district's
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boundaries if doto is readily ovoiloble, os Connor Green (1998)
concluded.
Districts vory considerably throughout the notion; we must
accommodate for this variation...While the oggregote model
is critical for appraising the electoral situation of women candidates
in the United States, the district level model is cruciol for appraising
the electoral situation of women and their specific mole opponents.
To adequately understand the electoral situation facing women
candidates in the United States, we must look of the district specific
situations facing women and their opponents. Only then can we
determine the full impact of gender on the percentage of the vote
received by candidates.(49)
Furthermore, as Connor Green states, "since districts vary and the
dynamics of each ore unique, one would suspect that a differential
impact exists for campaign expenditures, party strength, and candidate
quality regardless of the gender of the candidate" (35). The some could
be said for social welfare context variables.
There ore olso questions raised as to exactly how one component
variable of the social welfare context thesis would work in terms of
women's electoral performances: urbanization. In other words, the
question is what the variable's significance would actually represent.
Other works hove posited that urbanization as on independent variable in
porticulor would represent something a bit different in terms of octuol
significance.
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Hogan (2001) believed urbanization could potentially work both
positively and negatively to women's election advantages. Women moy
come more from urban districts for several reasons. Urban oreas tend to'
be more "cosmopolitan." They may be more likely to hove organizations
publicly promoting and publicly endorsing women candidates. Motlond
and Brown (1992) and Werner (1968) found correlations ot the state
legislative level. However, Nechmias' (1985) and Rule's (1981) analyses
do not concur.
Secondly, Hogan (2001) suggested that a female's campaign
spending could correlate with o district's urbanization to produce some
collineority. More populated districts may need more money to contact
directly and indirectly through the printed and electronic media. This
coupled with o potentially lower "assumed competence" of female
congressional candidates compared to men could compound women's
difficulties in campaigning.
Also, Deber (1982) wondered about the thesis in terms of the
collective portrait it could give women os o candidate group. "Outsider"
or "particularistic" candidates con benefit from their unique status, but
only if the specific or more general electoral climates favor reform. But
larger, more populated constituencies, if they ore indeed "cosmopoliton"
OS Hogon (2001) described them, con reduce or mute porticuloristic
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appeals and thus limit the electoral possibilities of "particularistic" female
candidacies.
By this point we know several things about women's congressional
electoral chances. According to the relevant literature, they very
commonly appear to be dependent upon female candidate's financial
quality, her previous electoral experience, and her district's nationallyoriented portison characteristics. However, we still hove not seen
convincing analysis which would allow us to account for or not to
account for one other postulated factor: a district's social welfare
context.
This research tries to fill that gap with on onolysis of females' House
nominotion and election outcomes for House districts with an eye toward
variables which could more opproximotely measure such o concept from
district to district with the appropriate controls to more rigorously test
Wilma Rule's (1981) thesis. Such o study could help us understand
women's election rotes in a much better empirical light with a more
methodologically appropriate district-specific model thot could help us
better estimate the influence of certain contextual elements to women's
election campaigns. We would also have o better, more developed, and
more empirically informed answer to Dorcy and Schramm's (1977) highly
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important question: "When o woman runs against a man, will she be
helped or hurt by her sex?"
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CHAPTER III
HYPOTHESES: THEORY AND TESTING

Based upon the previous literature, it appears that femole-versusmole candidate success in elections for the U.S. House of Representotives
is a combination of four general factors. The first of them, and the
particular focus of this research, is the House district's "sociol welfare
context." By this I mean the group or combination of operationolized
variables that should theoretically and empirically constitute o district's
political opportunity structure which, at least according to Rule (1981),
should create at least in port on electorol environment more conducive
for women in particular to run and to win.
The second of these general factors is district partisanship. This is
also of particular empirical importance to women's House electoral
chances, for several reasons. First, any research on congressional election
candidates must consider some set of sociopolitical factors that can
potentially affect all congressional chollengers, mole and female
(Jocobson, 2000). Second, very recent research points to the distinct
possibility that districts with pronounced Democratic or Republican
tendencies may empirically trump or override female candidote
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attributes, not to mention handicap women in terms of their electoral vote
percentages (Hoffman, Palmer, and Gaddie 2000).
The third general factor is candidate financial qualify. Money, of
course, is an empirically necessary though not completely sufficient
variable in terms of earning more votes in almost any kind of election, but
for women candidates it is of particular importance. A port of the
relevant research has identified low compoign spending as a chronic
problem for House challengers (Goidel, Gross, and Shields, 2000;
Jocobson, 2000) but for especially for female challengers in terms of
odvertising their candidate viability and electorol competence (Burrell,
1994, 1998; Connor Green, 1998).
Candidate experience is the fourth general factor. It is o bit like
money in the sense that it con be very critical though not totally relevant
to women's electoral performances. For instance, one-fifth of first-term
Congresswomen in the 103^^ Congress (1993-1995) did not hove previous
elected office experience (Burrell, 1994: 70). Still, most if not oil studies of
House challengers include some measure of such a variable (e.g.
Jocobson 2000).
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Social Welfare Context
As was previously stated, it is generally assumed that women House
candidates, like male House candidates, somehow calculate the
possibilities andrisksof at least seeking nominotion by their political parties
(Rule, 1981), They do this by trying to read the "closed" or "open" nature
of the local political structure. This is where, according to Carroll (1994),
"political opportunity variables" matter.
Rule (1981) argued that whenever and wherever sociol welfare
issues become more prominent, eligibility for office tends to increase
among people who hove at least o concern for if not also authority and
expertise in policy areas such os education, children's issues, and public
assistance. They appear to be consistent with the traditionally associated
gender roles of women os "wives, mothers, nurturers, and caretakers." If
these arguments ore valid, then there should be a direct relationship
between districts' social welfare context degrees and women's
nomination and election compoign results.
Of course, as Rule (1981) herself acknowledged, elections depend
in port upon voters' expectations or estimations of candidates' issue
positions, which should not deviate significantly from o prevailing modal
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consensus. In other words, if a district's heightened social welfare context
should moke social welfare policies more important and more salient to
more of a House district's residents, then voters would hove to make o
connection between them and the presence of o woman candidate.
They would hove to use at some level o candidate's sex as o surrogate,
on estimator, or a cue in estimating that women would be sympathetic to
such concerns and thus would represent their House districts accordingly
in Congress.
On the question of voters using sex os on informational cue to assess
women's ideological positions and policy preferences, the literature is
quite extensive. Though a more precise explanation of how they work
under different conditions is still being developed, there has been o
growing consensus that voters tend to structure their expectation and
perceptions around group or categoric characteristics like party and
ideology. They ore among the most easily identifiable and visible cues
available to voters, so they can distinguish between two different
condidotes and moke inferences about them of lower personal
informational costs (Conover, 1981; Mimmo and Savage, 1976; Shikior,
1974; Weisberg and Rusk, 1970).
Conover (1981) defined political cues os the candidate's attributes
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and characteristics that voters use to assess their similarities to candidates.
For instance, a candidate's political party affiliation con act os a cue.
Candidates with the some party affiliation as a voter ore ossumed by the
voter to share the voter's positions. Furthermore, voters determine for
themselves what characteristics serve as their cues.
Why ore political cues used? People, it is argued, wont to predict
and organize their environment. When the environment is not easily
organized or does not provide the informotion necessary to moke these
predictions, individuals impose their own sense of organization or create
knowledge from on existing state of information (Bruner, 1964; Conover,
1981).
Cues are also helpful in how they con help voters make decisions in
situations of too much information, too little information, or when the
information is more costly to acquire. Candidate in elections may also
habitually and purposefully provide information that is too ambiguous
(Conover, 1981; Downs, 1957; Page, 1977; Popkin et ol., 1976). Voters
need information about o candidate's issue positions and images in order
to gouge or predict how they'll act once in office. If the information is
non-existent, ambiguous, or too costly, voters will infer information from
their other political beliefs (Conover, 1981; Fiorino, 1977; Page, 1978). The
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characteristics that ore the most "central" to the organizations of o
person's expectations will trigger the most inferences and will therefore
be the most important cues (Conover, 1981; Schneider, 1973).
How might this theoretical reasoning relate to women os political
candidotes? Deber (1982) argued that the lessening of party
organizations and their subsequent replacement by more medio-bosed
campaigns may work to outgroups' disadvantages. Few of those kinds of
candidates may hove access to the huge amounts of money needed to
launch and sustain these kinds of candidacies. There Is also the
widespread assumption in the literature that House elections tend to be
low-information kinds of contests, compared to more highly visible Senate
elections. Voters would tend to use party and gender cues, surrogates,
heuristics, or stereotypes in those contexts, especiolly in the absence of
clear information which candidates may not always supply (Alexander
and Andersen, 1993; Conover, 1981; Herrick, 1996; Leeper, 1991).
What may confound Rule's (1981) social welfore context thesis is
that voters in House districts may indeed stereotype women as being
more sympathetic to and having o background in social welfare issues,
but it may very well work ogoinst their candidacies. Several studies hove
contended that voters stereotype men os more likely to have
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characteristics (e.g., decisiveness) and issue positions (e.g., pro-defense)
that more voters would want and expect in officials (Alexander ond
Andersen, 1993; Herrick, 1996; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993), There may be,
in fact, a "viability stereotype" operating in the minds of voters that tends
to see women as less electable than men (Herrick, 1996; Leeper, 1991;
Rossenwosser et ol., 1987; Sopiro, 1981),
Voter inferences of feminine traits may actually work against female
candidates in general, mostly due to the low proportion of women in
elected office. The collective "minority status" of women officeholders
moy encouroge among voters o minority stereotype application. When a
voter is faced with on ambiguous campaign, a candidate's sex becomes
a cue to mechanically draw conclusions about o candidate's other
characteristics. "Female" to o prospective voter may mean "warm,
caring, and permissive." Gender con also be a low-cost source of
information when the candidates themselves ore strategically vogue in
conveying messages and information. Female candidates may feel
forced to campaign "androgynously." In other words, they may either try
to campaign in o more "masculine" style in order to compensate for their
gender, but voters might see through it anyway and still remember the
candidate's sex (Conover, 1981; Conover and Feldmon, 1986; Leeper,
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1991).
In general, this port of the political science literature hints more and
more at o possible bias against candidates who lock what ore considered
"masculine" traits. Women may be able to win office if they con
convince voters that they possess some masculine traits or that they ore at
some level competent on what ore generally considered "mole" policy
issues (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993). Gender role stereotypes may not
keep women predominantly os domestic nurturers or outright or
altogether block women from public office, but it may constrain
expectations in voters' minds about women's areas of expertise ond
appropriate level of office (Alexander and Andersen, 1993). There could
also be a party-sex stereotype interaction occurring, especially among
female Democrats since party has been established os o dominant and
much-used cue (Rohn, 1993). Koch (2000) also found that the presence
of women candidates of different parties may affect via gender and
ideological stereotypes the ideological distances voters assign between
themselves and the candidates. Democratic females may increase such
o difference, while Republican females may decrease it.
One other possibility is that the relative novelty of o woman
candidate in o congressional race may moke the race more salient and
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interesting, resulting in voters absorbing more information than usual.
Women may be truly liberal and voters may not be influenced by the
liberal stereotype. They may actually be influenced by what they know to
be true about the candidate (McDermott, 1997).
Returning to the social welfare context thesis. Rule's (1981) study
remains the only work that has focused especially on this possibility,
though another work like Burrell's (1994) has also included variables such
OS urbanization and median family income. Burrell (1994) found that
House districts from 1986 to 1990 with women members hove significant
but only slightly higher average amounts of populations living in urban
areas and median family incomes. Rule's (1981) analysis found that aid to
dependent children within states and general assistance payments ore
positively associated with "eligibility" for Congress while men's income
within states, state population, and state urbanization ore positively
associated with "selection/nomination" for Congress, Surprisingly, it has
invited no serious direct challenges from other scholars in this oreo
considering the study's limitations which call into question the social
welfare context thesis itself.
First, Rule's data, like Burrell's (1994), was seriously doted and timebound in a very specifically limited period. She focused upon women's
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recruitment and non-recruitment to Congress in 1974 using data from 1970
to 1973 from a multitude of sources, including the Council of State
Governments' The Book of States, the Rutgers Center for the American
Woman and Politics, the Ranney (1971) Index of statewide party
competition for state-level offices, and the U.S, Census Bureau,
Secondly, when looking at women's recruitment to Congress, Rule
(1981) used statewide contextual doto. She did this for two reasons. She
first claimed that it allowed her to compare the some environmentol
factors for legislative and congressional analyses. Rule next cited other
literature which points to state-level contextual factors being significant to
understanding nomination ond election procedures as well as policy
preferences within states (Cnudde and McCrone, 1969; Key, 1949;
Morgan and Lyons, 1975; Shorkonsky ond Hofferbert, 1969; Wright, 1977).
Finally, she stated in o footnote that comparing possible contextual
elements in state legislative and congressional districts could not be
accomplished in her study because there was of the time no relevant
comparative doto.
Such comparative doto is today quite available, thanks to the U.S.
Census Bureau which has since that time collected and grouped its data
within House districts as well as within other polities like stotes, counties,
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cities, and metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs). The Census publication
Population and Housing Characteristics for Congressional Districts of the
98*^ and 103'^ Congress includes of least three variables which ore not
only most theoretically relevant to Rule's (1981) thesis but ore also the kind
of indicators that Rule herself has used, albeit with slightly differently-styled
data. They ore female labor force participation, public assistance, and
urbanization.
These three variables as they ore measured by the Census Bureau
will represent in this study o House district's degree of "social welfare
context," Female labor force participation is defined as the percentage
of women 16 years and over in o district's labor force population. Public
assistance is measured os the number of households in a House district
with public assistance income, which includes supplemental security
income payments to disabled or disadvantaged individuals, aid to
families with dependent children, and general assistance, Urbonizotion is
the percentage of a House district's population living in urban areas.
These doto ore not only empirically useful in terms of being
available at the House district level, but they are confined to a House
district's borders, allowing me to keep the focus squarely on the district os
a unit of analysis. Districts which hove higher levels of these three
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variables should see higher nomination and election rotes, if Rule's (1981)
thesis is theoretically and empirically correct and if in fact women ore still
stereotyped as having on above-average background and expertise in
social welfare issues.
It is necessary, at this point, to be more specific about what
constitutes "social welfare issues" and why women are so consistently
linked to them. Too often, in the academic literature and elsewhere, the
words "women's issues" and "social welfare issues" hove been used very
interchangeably. Both terms have referred to women's traditional areas
of concern: children, families, education, health core, and poverty
(Reingold, 2000). For o while, these concerns constituted the full range of
women's public policy concerns, especially for the very few women in
public office.
With the 1960s and the 1970s, however, come the growth of the
feminist and women's rights movements. "Women's issues," then, were
suddenly not just limited to women's traditional policy areas of concern
but also to areas that very exclusively or almost exclusively concerned
women. Such issues included things like sex discriminotion (in education,
employment, wages, benefits, and credit), the sexual division of domestic
labor and family responsibilities, violence against women, women's health
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care, women's reproductive rights and health, and the feminization of
poverty (Githens, 1994).
This feminist component of "women's issues" is more norrow in
scope and focus than the one based on traditional gender roles. First, it
focuses more upon women's self- or group-interest rather than their
commonly associated altruistic interest in helping others. In other words,
the feminist component of "women's issues" is concerned with the
general status of women, no matter what their individual social, domestic,
and occupational situations are. Second, feminist women's issues ore not
just concerned with identifying women's collective stotus and material
stature, especially in comparison to men. Feminist women's issues are also
about promoting and improving the status and material stature of women
in general (Reingold, 2000:166),
Social welfare, however, constitutes the more traditionol port of
"women's issues," Social welfare issues in this cose refer to, as Reingold
defined it, "o wide range of concerns related to domestic and public
roles OS caregivers and nurturers" (2000: 164). Specifically, this includes a
list of issues most commonly identified in the relevant literature os anything
having to do with children, families, education, health core, poverty, and
the environment. Women ore commonly expected to show higher levels
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of involvement and competency in these policy areas as a result of their
considerable collective experience as wives, mothers, teachers, nurses,
social work bureaucrats, and as members of other related sociooccupotionol groups.
Women are also typically seen as kinder and more compassionate
than men so in the political worid they are frequently stereotyped os
caring more about social welfare issues (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993).
Every social science study of gender-stereotyped beliefs about political
candidates and elected officials finds that higher involvement and
competency in social welfare issues is more frequently associated in
voters' minds with women than with men (Alexander and Andersen, 1993;
Brown, Heighberger, and Shocket, 1993; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993;
Leeper, 1991; Rosenwasser and Seole, 1988; Sopiro, 1981-82, 1983), with
some disagreement on the comparative gender authority on
environmental issues (Alexander and Andersen, 1993; Rosenwasser and
Seole, 1988; Sopiro, 1983), Moreover, female politicians of all legislative
levels ore more likely than their mole colleagues to take the initiative on
issues involving children, families, education, health, and welfare (Boles,
1991; Diamond, 1977; Dodson and Carroll, 1991; Kirkpotrick, 1974; Mondel
and Dodson, 1992; Saint-Germain, 1989; Thomas, 1994; Thomas and
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Welch, 1991; Welch and Thomas, 1992), Environmental issues, however,
do not fit this observed pattern (Mezey, 1978a, 1978b; Thomas, 1994),
Higher female labor force participation may coll attention to issues
such OS pay equity, child core, and other socioeconomic workplace
issues of particular interest and salience to working women. Higher
numbers of public assistance may coll attention to issues of welfare reform
and income inequity (Reingold, 2000). Urbanization may also benefit
women not just in being environments where social welfare issues ore
more predominant but may also be environments where women's
organizations may develop and support candidates in the cause of trying
to address those some issues. While these data hove only been published
for the 9&^ and 103^^ Congresses, I interpolate them ot least across the
1982-1990 period as Gaddie (1995) did with his Census doto for race and
ethnicity to better capture or approximate possible changes in these
variables within these districts over time.
In this area of my study, my hypotheses are as follows:
HI:

Higher House district female labor force participation will result in
women being increasingly nominated and elected.

H2:

Higher House district public assistance will result in women being
increasingly nominated and elected.

H3:

Higher House district urbanization will result in women being
increasingly nominated and elected.
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District Partisanship
In terms of women being recruited to political office, political parties
may matter not just at the local level in terms of the willingness of party
organization leaders to seek out worthy & aspiring female candidates
(Burrell, 1994; Carroll, 1994). They may also matter in o broader sense in
the form of district-level sociopolitical effects. While the particular focus of
this research is o rigorous empirical retesting of Rule's (1981) thesis, in order
to hove a theoretically consistent and relevant model predicting
women's electoral performance potentially significant electoral factors
must be considered.
Surveying the most recent relevant literature has uncovered two
possibly significant sociopolitical variables helping to explain women's
electoral outcomes: presidential coattoils and party tides. Presidential
coattoils have appeared os a commonly postulated factor in very recent
studies. Gaddie and Bullock (2000) referred to this os the "presidential
pulse." They defined it as "the enhancing effect of coattoils in
presidential election years and the president's party's decline in the
subsequent midterm election" (39).
Earlier studies [Born (1984), Campbell (1997), and Erikson (1971)]
hove uncovered empirical evidence of coottoil effects in congressional
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elections of the House district level. In particular, there may be on even
greater effect of this in open seats versus incumbent held seats. Mondok
(1994) found that, without the dominoting effects of incumbency, notional
political forces have greater freedom to operate within districts.
Flemming (1995) found similar evidence, though not as much as in
Mondok's study, and she contended that it is largely Republican-based.
Gaddie and Bullock (2000) hove recently reported findings in o
similar vein. Republican presidential candidates ran ahead of Republican
congressional candidates in general, giving great room and potential for
coattoils to take effect. In particular, they find that Republicans appear
to be especially reliant upon presidential pulse forces. Open seat
Republicans hove traditionally run behind their notional party ticket so
that even House districts that consistently give Republican presidentiol
candidates comfortable majorities may be competitive for their GOP
House candidates,
Krebs and Walsh (1996) accounted for such effects specifically in
regards to female House candidacies from 1972 to 1992, but in somewhat
different fashions, "District partisanship" was measured in their study as
the shore of the vote that female candidates ore expected to win, based
upon the incumbent's overage vote shore over the previous two
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elections. In open seat elections, the female candidate's expected vote
shore is based on the overage vote shore won by the previous
incumbents. If the incumbent has served only one term, they use the
shore of the vote won by the incumbent's party to compute the overage.
In their view, candidates running in districts favorable to their parties
should receive o larger percentage of the two-party vote.
Other than this, their justification of this variable, and their
operotionolizotion of it, is questionable. Merely calculating in most coses
the incumbents' average vote shore from the previous two congressional
elections does empirically nothing in terms of gauging actual partisan
effects, other than maybe functioning os some sort of f - 1 time variable.
In fact, district partisanship is measured in no other similar way in the
relevant literature.
One recent measure of district partisanship that shows much
empirical promise was found in Connor Green's (1998) study. Her
measure was simply the percent of the district's presidential vote won by
the candidate of the House female candidate's party. It was included to
control for the potentially significant impact of partisan strength on the
current electoral situation. Connor Green also preferred it to the district
vote for the prior district congressional candidate since several House
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districts were specifically created offer 1980s and 1990s redistricting and
prior district incumbent vote figures were simply not available for the 1990
districts. Like Gaddie and Bullock (2000) and Campbell (1997), she
expected that coattoils were especially likely in open seat elections which
ore minus the stabilizing incumbency effect, and in each period of
analysis (1982-1994, 1982-1988, 1992-1994) her expectations were
empirically and statistically met.
For all of these reasons, I include Connor Green's presidentiol
coattoils measure as o variable in the district partisanship component of
my model. I expect it to positively relate to women's electoral outcomes.
Presidential coattoils via this measurement should work very specifically for
women House candidates according to Jocobson's (2000) logic. With
decreased ticket splitting, party becomes o more important factor in
individual voting. The more votes within o House district a presidential
candidate of the woman's party can earn, the more they may also
translating into increased voting for themselves as congressional
candidates.
Another consistent theme in the relevant literature is the need to
simultaneously control for not just notional party forces or swings but also
how they are shaped by general election years versus midterm ones. In
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other words, there is the need to account of least in port for the very
typical pattern of presidents' parties gaining seats in general election
years and losing seats in midterm ones. This con be effectively
accomplished with dichotomous or dummy variables created for every
election year except for 1982 to guard ogoinst perfect collineority among
such variables in logistic and Ordinary Least Squares regression models.
Hypotheses in this area ore as follows:
H4:

Presidential coattoils ore positively related to women's electoral
outcomes.

Financial Quality
Several things ore already well established in the literature on
congressional elections. To at least compete in them, candidates must
raise large amounts of money. Though they must raise such money and
the overage cost of campaigning for o House seat is about half o million
dollars, challengers ore ot a perpetual disadvantage because of the
overwhelming power of incumbency. They usually stand much better
chances in open seat contests, especially ones that are specifically
targeted by congressional fundraising committees where congressional
parties hove a chance to gain a seat (Goidel, Gross, and Shields, 1998;
Jocobson, 2000; Gaddie and Bullock, 2000).
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Campaign fundraising is o well-documented problem for mole and
female challengers alike, but it has been so for many females for perhaps
several reasons. The first of them may be psychological. Due to centuriesold gender socialization, women collectively may not have hod the some
experience as men as for os raising for their own personal use or on their
own behalf. As has been mentioned in this chapter before, women also
historically hove not been as closely integrated into occupational and
social networks in communities and polities which help insure o source of
campaign money. Even with women's groups and funding operations
such as EMILY'S (Eoriy Money is Like Yeost) List, women candidates also
find it difficult to raise comparably large amounts of money from their own
sex. Even if women have grown in their collective political involvement
and even if they ore more active in fundraising octivities, they tend to
contribute in smaller amounts to political candidates and politicallyrelated'causes compared to men (Carroll, 1994; Dorcy, Welch, and Clork,
1994;Paizis, 1977).
Nevertheless, women's fundraising abilities hove collectively
improved enough for women to increase the overall congressional
membership to just over twelve percent. Obviously, the more money o
woman challenger for o House seat con raise, the better chance she has
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to win it. Differences in the literature ore not about the hypothesized
relationship between these variables but about how to specifically
measure women's campaign financial quolity in Ordinary Leost Squares or
logistic or probit regression models, porticulariy compared to men. Most
of the most recent and relevant studies (e.g. Gaddie and Bullock, 2000;
Hoffman, Palmer, and Gaddie, 2000; Krebs and Walsh, 1996) hove
included separate measures of mole and female candidate spending,
adjusted for either inflation or logged to occount for possible diminishing
marginal returns.
Some studies, however, hinted ot possibly differential returns on
money, Jocobson (2000) found o strong sense of them between
incumbents and challengers, Connor Green (1998) believed that women
House candidates may feel more pressure to raise and spend money to
overcome some stereotypes of unelectobility. Unlike many of their mole
opponents who frequently start campaigning from o point of "assumed
competence" in the public's collective mind, women may hove to spend
funds eoriy in order to work harder to establish something close to the
same credibility and electobility as o candidate. To quote o Republican
campaign consultant, John Deordourff, "Men ore perceived to be
competent until proven otherwise, whereas women hove to prove they
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ore competent" (Witt, Paget, and Matthews, 1994:116). In other words,
they may hove to spend large amounts of money early just to better
advertise their capabilities and relevant experience to the public, perhaps
OS a result of their still low numbers in office and their collective tog os
"token outsiders" (Carroll, 1994).
For these reasons, and also to ensure paired comparisons between
female and mole candidates, this study uses Connor Green's (1998)
measure which looks ot female campaign spending os a proportion of
the overall femole-ond-mole two-party spending with both the femole
and mole independent campaign expenditures measured in constant
1982 dollars and the 0.0- 1 .0 ratio multiplied by 100, Values greater than
"50" indicate that the woman candidate spent more than her mole
opponent, while values lower than "50" represent women being outspent
by men.
In accordance with Burrell (1985), there may be three possible
relationships between o candidate's sex, her compaign receipts, and her
congressional vote shares. A negative relationship could demonstrate
candidate inferiority with women struggling to raise and spend money to
counter o perpetual negative viability stereotype. There may be o
possible positive relationship which could reflect perhaps less of a viability
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stereotype and more of a commonality with mole congressional
challengers in terms of the need to raise and spend large amounts of
money to win. There may also be no perceived sex differences in terms of
candidate electobility if there is no relationship ot oil. Such o test could
also perhaps uncover potential bios in terms of campaign donor potterns.
There may be direct gender-bosed discrimination by potentiol donors, or
women could simply command fewer qualities or characteristics that
donors tend to reward (Uhloner and Schlozman, 1986). The hypothesis
regarding female challenger financial quality runs thus:
H5:

Women House challengers who spend o greater portion of the
overall two-party district election spending will win more votes and
more House elections.

Candidate Experience
The candidate experience factor is much like the candidate
financial quality one in several respects. It helps mole and female
challengers alike though it is not necessary or sufficient to win elections.
Like money, women hove acquired more of this over time in order to
strengthen their standing os potential House winners, though they hove
hod o better collective history accumulating this ot the local and state
levels and it still has yet to reolly filter through the stote-to-federol level
"bottleneck" barrier (Burrell, 1994; Carroll, 1994; Dorcy, Welch, and Clork,
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1994; Duerst-Lahti 1992), Also, like money, there is no disagreement or
debate about the variable's importance in explaining women's electoral
experiences. There ore only differences on how to measure it, especially
regarding men in some potentially differential sense.
The dichotomous measure (1=previous electoral experience, 0=no
previous electoral experience) has been the most commonly used
measure regarding women's electoral experience. Connor Green's
(1998) differential measurement, however, is my meosurement choice in
this study since it not only pairs mole and female candidates directly, but
it also accounts for non-experienced women candidates' alleged serious
disadvantage without previous experience. There is also perhaps on
indirect perception test ot work here. It represents a test that women moy
need previous political experience even more than mole candidates.
In this analysis, female candidacies were coded in the following
scheme. If the female candidate hod previous electoral experience no
matter what the level (state or local) ond her mole opponent had none,
she was coded a " 1 . " If the female candidate and the mole candidate
both had previous electoral experience or both did not hove previous
electoral experience, she was coded a "0." In situations where the mole
candidate hod previous experience and the female candidate did not
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hove it, she was coded a " - 1 . " Greater experience should result in better
higher vote percentages in congressional elections.
My hypothesis, then, runs as follows:

H6: The more comparable women candidates ore to men candidates in
terms of previous electorol experience, the more successful they will
be in House district elections.
Some discussion must also be given os to how the variables could
interrelate with each other. There ore several possibilities which could
render the social welfare context insignificant regarding female electorol
performance. One way is via district partisanship. If o House district has o
high social welfare context, it moy be ossocioted with not just higher
electoral outcomes, but with better Democratic presidential
performance. If voters vote increasingly olong party lines, porticuloriy in
open seat elections, voters may not just vote increasingly Democrotic
congressionolly but also presidentiolly (Gaddie and Bullock, 1995;
Jocobson, 2000), Such districts could also contribute to o
disproportionate number of Democratic women being nominated,
particularly during times when national porty forces do not fovor their
parties (Hoffman, Palmer, and Gaddie, 2000).
Voter and donor gender-based bios, if they actually exist, could
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somehow forge a connection between money, experience, and the
social welfare context variables. If women are very much overconcentrated in social welfare professions as compared to other moledominated ones, then they may not be considered viable candidates in
many political and public circles if they actually hove or ore perceived to
have too much expertise in areas of policymaking. Thus, women in
districts with high social welfare contexts may not even be oble to acquire
many of the characteristics that are empirically necessary to even be
competitive or "qualified" to run for public office (e,g., Koch, 2000;
McDermott, 1997).
My doto analysis strategy is os follows. After o discussion of the
descriptive statistics of the variables, I first look at the House primary
campaign activity of women. With crosstobulotion onolysis, I look at the
proportions of House districts that hove at least one woman running for o
major party nomination in them versus women not running ot oil for such o
nomination both above and below each social welfare context variable's
mean. Similarly, with crosstobulotion analysis, I look ot proportions of
women earning major party nominations versus proportions of women not
earning such nominations both above and below each social welfare
context variable's mean. I also look with crosstobulotion analysis ot
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proportions of women who win and lose House elections in districts above
and below the mean.
I then employ three regression models to further explore the effects
of the independent variables upon three dependent variables:
Nomination (l=Woman Nominated, 0=Woman Not Nominated),
Outcome (l=Woman Wins, 0=Woman Loses), and Vote Percentage (o
woman candidate's percentage of the two-party vote in a House
election). The three general factors other than social welfare contextdistrict partisanship, differential experience, and differential spending—
ore included with the election-oriented dependent variables. Doto for
these variables ore from Barone and Ujifiso's (1984-2000) Almanac of
American Politics. This analysis should indicate just how much o
congressional district's social welfare context matters in women's
congressional candidacies.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The goal of this whole analysis is to gain o better empirical
understanding of how social welfare context variables could possibly
influence or not influence women's electoral ascensions to the House of
Representatives, Before looking at how such variables may be influencing
nomination patterns, we need to look of the overall patterns within the
voriables themselves.
Tables 4,1, 4.2, and 4,3 list the basic descriptive statistics for the
interval and ratio level variables and the frequency statistics for the
nominal ones. All of them indicate brood enough ronges and variations
for empirical analysis. Of particular interest in this section of the research
ore variables like vote percentages and the monetary differential
variables as well as the overall nomination and election rates of women,
the experience variables, and the political parties in which women run.
Table 4.1 lists the summary statistics for the entire period of 1982 to
1998, The overage vote percentage for Democrotic and Republican
female House candidates was over thirty-eight percent of the district twoparty vote. On average, women candidates from both major porties
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mode up only over twenty-seven percent of the total major party
spending in House races.
As is the cose oil around, women are disproportionately absent from
even running for nominations. Only over fifteen percent of House districts
from 1982 to 1998 hove featured o female nominee in them. Republican
or Democrat, Of those seats that did feature o female nominee, only
over twelve percent won election to them.
Not surprisingly, female House candidates compared to their mole
opponents typically lock in terms of previous electoral experience. Close
to seventy percent of all female nominees from 1982 to 1998 hod no such
previous experience, compared to ninety percent of their mole
opponents who did. Over thirty-five percent of female House candidates
hove hod comparable or more previous electoral experience than their
mole opponents. Not surprisingly, the politicol party of choice for women
tended to be Democratic, to the tune of fielding over fifty-seven percent
of all female nominees in this study's time period.
Table 4.2 looks ot the first holt of this study's time period, 1982-1990,
or o decade that was supposed to be o worse period for female
congressional recruitment. The overage two-party vote shore for women
in this period was about thirty-six percent. During this period women were
also notoriously outspent by their mole opponents, who accounted for on
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overage three-fourths of total major party spending. Statistics similar to
Table 4,1 appear in Table 4.2 regording women's nomination and election
rotes; they tended to be rather low for women in general in the 1980s. The
same disproportion also applied to female electoral experience versus
mole electoral experience; it tended very much to be lopsided in favor of
men. Interestingly enough, slightly more women in this period ran os
Republicans than as Democrats,
Table 4.3 shows slightly better statistics regarding women's House
campaigns in the 1990s. The overage vote shore by women candidates
in this period was closer to forty percent. Women's spending per House
district averaged close to thirty percent of the major porty spending.
Though gaps still abound between men and women regarding previous
electoral experience, women very disproportionately ran as Democrots in
this time period.
Another indication of how women's congressional electoral
prospects hove only marginally increased is in Table 4.4. It lists the number
of House districts per election year with ot least one woman running for
nomination. From 1982 to 1990, on overage of fifty-four House districts
featured at least one woman running for either major party nomination.
From 1992 to 1998, more districts on average featured at least one
woman running in o congressional primary,
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The first port of this research's analysis looks at women running in
congressional primaries by lower and higher levels of district urbanization.
Table 4.5 displays the results by the overall time period (1982-1998) ond by
both decades. Overall, it paints o not very encouraging picture for
women. Women very predominantly tend to stay owoy from even trying
to run for congressional major party nominations, A slightly larger number
of districts with urbanization levels above the mean than below it do
feature women running for nominations, which probably accounts for the
significance of the chi-square measure with one degree of freedom
(19.62). As the Cramer's V statistic indicates, however, this effect is barely
noticeable.
Table 4.5 also shows that women fared only marginally better in the
1990s compared to the previous decade. In both time periods, a greater
number of obove-overoge urbanized House districts featured ot least one
womon running in a major party primary. In the 1980s, however, the
numbers are more depressed.
Female labor force participation is another hypothesized social
welfare context variable in this research. It appears to be just os minimal
in its effects upon women running for congressional nominations as does
urbanization, as displayed by Table 4.6. Overall, about one-hundred
thirty-one more congressional districts that hod above-overage
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urbanization levels versus below-overoge ones featured of least one
woman running in o Democratic or a Republican primary.
When separated by decades, the 1990s compared to the 1980s
again appear kinder to women's chances. From 1982 to 1990, only about
twenty more districts with above-overage female labor force
participation than below-overoge female labor force porticpotion had at
least one woman running in a primary. From 1992 to 1998, the numbers
ore only slightly more encouraging for women.

About one-hundred and

thirteen more districts with obove-overoge female labor force
participation versus below-averoge levels featured at least one woman
primary participant. The chi-square and Cramer's V measures ore likewise
not terrible impressive.
Public assistance levels in House districts ore also expected to
matter via Wilmo Rule's (1981) social welfare context thesis, but it appears
from Table Al that the evidence here is more detrimental to women's
interests. The difference between the number of districts with of least one
woman running with above-average public assistance levels versus
below-overoge levels favors only slightly the below-overoge districts. For
the entire research time period, there is no significant association
measure.
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The some tendencies occur from 1992 to 1998. The percentage of
below-averoge public assistance districts with at least one woman
running in a congressional primary is actually higher than the oboveoveroge public assistant districts with of least one woman porticipoting in
o congressional primary. Very unfavorable numbers also exist for female
congressionol aspirants from 1982 to 1990.
The next three tables contrast the rotes of women being nominated
or not being nominated os major party candidates in congressional
elections by social welfare context components. This is, of course,
controlling for the House districts in which of leost one woman runs for o
major party nomination. Table 4.8 looks ot such nomination patterns by
urbanization levels. What is o surprisingly positive stotistic is that women,
once they commit to running in o congressional primary, actually stand o
good chance of being their parties' House nominees. In the case of
district urbanization, however, this port of the social welfare context thesis
does not apply very well. House district urbanization seems not ot all
relevant to women's nomination chances. Women can be just as
successfully recruited to run under their respective party labels in belowoveroge urbanized House districts as obove-overoge ones. These
tendencies ore likewise very visible in both the 1980s and the 1990s.
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Female labor force participation, the second of this study's sociol
welfare context variables, shows some slightly different tendencies thon
House district urbanization in accounting for women's nomination
potterns. From 1982 to 1998, there is no overall statistical significance of
association. From 1982 to 1990, there is no appreciable difference
between the number of districts with female major party nominees with
above-average urbanization versus those without such nominees.
The 1990s, however, show a slightly different picture. About one
hundred fifty-seven House districts in that time period that hod aboveaverage female labor force participation had more successful female
House major party nominees than below-overage participation.
This increase accounts for better significance in the chi-square measure
below the .05 level.
The final social welfare context variable in this study, public
assistance, is also supposed to exert some appreciable influence upon
female House nomination pottems. Table 4.10 shows that this is
empirically not the case. Overall, House districts with above-average
public assistance levels hove fewer insteod of more female nominees
than below-overoge House districts. None of the chi-square measures nor
any of the Cramer's V readings ore noteworthy for 1982 to 1998, the 1980s,
or the 1990s.
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The next set of tables looks at women's electoral outcomes by the
three social welfare context variables, each ot the above- and belowoveroge levels. Table 4.11 displays women's House election outcomes by
district urbanization levels. The most sobering statistic facing women
aspiring to run for Congress is that o very large shore of them in past years
hove lost to their mole opponents.
As for evidence that House district urbanization hos on appreciable
effect upon women's election outcomes, it appears to only very slight ot
best. More women do win in more urbanized districts than in lesserurbanized ones, but not by o very big number. From 1982 to 1998, forty
House districts with more urbanization featured female election winners
compared to only fifteen lesser-urbanized districts with female victors. The
1980s show obsolutely no statistical significance in association between
the two variables. The 1990s show some gains mode by successful female
candidates in more urbonized districts versus lesser-urbanized ones, but
these gains ore marginal of best.
Female labor force participation shows some interesting
associations, although still very modest ones, between it and women
House candidates winning or losing in their districts, as shown by Table
4.12. Districts with higher female labor force participation see more
women winning than those with lower levels. Though this phenomenon
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appears to apply to the whole research time period, it oppeors to most
especially apply to the 1980s. Any effects in the 1990s appear to be very
negligible.
Public assistance appears to show even less convincing associations
with women's electoral outcomes. If there is any significance of
association, it is with the 1980s period but in the opposite direction than
was hypothesized. Fewer districts with higher rather than lower public
assistance levels sow more women getting elected to the House of
Representatives. No significant tendencies or associotions between these
variables were discovered in the 1990s.
The next part of this research's analysis uses the dichotomous
dependent variables for women's House nominations and elections to
determine if the social welfare context factors matter even more directly
to both kinds of electoral outcomes. Table 4,14 displays the logistic
regression results with women's nominations as the dichotomous
dependent variable and the social welfare context variables included
with the dichotomous election year variables. The model, when run
across the entire time period, indicates that there may be, in fact, limited
or modest support for of least two of the social welfare context variables
in determining the odds of a woman House candidate winning her seat:
public assistance and urbanization.
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By using the exponential function of the public assistance and
urbanization logit coefficients, the odds ratios of the dependent variable
con be calculated. With o logit coefficient of .008, urbanization increases
the odds that women will be elected to the House by o factor of one with
oil other factors controlled. The some odds ratio results with public
assistance's logit estimate. It would then appear that public assistance
levels and urbanization levels within o House district ore positively related,
but only marginally.
A much less positive empirical picture is painted by Table 4.15. This
shows the results of running o logistic regression model with the electoral
outcome dichotomous dependent variable and the social welfare
context variables with the other three foctors-differentiol experience,
district partisanship, and differential money—included. There is no
statistical significance from the social welfare context measures.
Moreover, even with stotisticol significance shown by the Wold statistics,
the odds ratios of the comparative experience, comparative money, and
district partisanship measures ore not even greater than 1. It may
represent on empirically hard fact of life for modern female congressional
candidates. Even with those three factors in their favor, they may not be
sufficient enough for women to be elected.
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Social welfare context factors, however, may not directly increase
the odds of women winning House elections in their districts, but they moy,
along with other accounted and relevant factors, determine their
respective vote shares. Table 4,16 shows the results of running on Ordinary
Least Squares model with all potentially relevant variables included. Not
surprisingly, the differential money variable has the greatest demonstrated
impact upon a woman's electoral performance (beta=.49). The greater
the shore of two-party campaign spending that o woman's House
campaign has, the more votes she will likely receive in November. The
presidential coattoils or district partisanship measure confirms Jocobson's
(2000) observations about the increasing interconnections between
voting for Congress and the Presidency. It helps o woman condidate very
much if she is campaigning in the "right" kind of partisan district. In other
words, if she is o Democratic candidate and the Democratic nominee for
president is doing well electorolly in her district, she will also reap some
electoral benefits in terms of increased vote shores. Also, simply being o
Democratic candidate versus being o Republican candidate may be
beneficial with o boost of three percent in vote shares.
What is curious is how the public assistance measure is significant
but in the opposite way than was hypothesized. One reason might be
related to the very dampening if not handicapping power of perpetual
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mole incumbency, which Rule's (1981) research design could not take
into account. When each of the social welfare context variables ore
interacted with dichotomous open seat indicators, it is clear that open
seats present a very different dynamic for women candidates. Public
assistance and urbanization demonstrate sizable impacts upon
congressional vote shares in open seat contests. Female labor force
participation has a significant effect upon femole vote percentoges but
in the opposite direction. It could by itself reflect lowered turnout among
women voters in o female candidate's House district. More active female
laborers over sixteen years of age may be faced with greater amounts of
domestic and professional or occupational responsibilities which afford
them less time to actively and politically participate in congressionol
elections in support of campaigning female candidates. It moy also
reflect something else related to turnout: o comparatively lower
socioeconomic status of the district.

Review and Discussion of Findings
This port of the research looks bock of the hypotheses thot I had
posited eariier in light of the quantitative analysis just performed. To start.
It seriously colls into question o frequently-made assumption by Rule
(1981) and other women-in-politics scholars that women, just like men,
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behave like "strategic politicians" in choosing to run in districts that are
"favorable" to them. Obviously, on the basis of this research, this
is not the cose. No matter what research scholars do in this oreo in terms
of theorizing, model-building, and model-testing, they cannot escape one
fundamentally obvious fact of congressional politics: incumbency. High
incumbency always means that scholars will be working with o certain
limited N with over ninety percent of House seats in the lost eighteen years
resting stubbornly in the hands of male repeat winners.
What does this mean for the above-mentioned assumption? If
incumbency is such on obvious barrier to running as o woman and being
successful, and yet the only way for women to hove o chance at winning
is to run, then perhaps the assumption is not very volid to start. Perhaps o
better thing to say is that women may be choosing to run in "unwinnoble"
seats simply because they may not have any other choices open to them
OS political outsiders.
It also raises some interesting questions regarding the "sacrificial
lamb" phenomenon, which to dote hos only been extensively researched
by Gertzog and Simard (1981). We con deduce what local, state, and
even notional political party organizations can goin from having these
women run in such "doomed" contests: some evidence of their willingness
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to "reach out" to underrepresented groups. But, even if incumbency
limits women's choices as to the kinds of districts that may be "open" to
them for actual chances of winning, why do these women agree to run in
the first place? What con they gain from such on experience? What do
they actually gain, if anything? Perhaps some qualitative research is in
order of the primary level to better answer these and possibly many more
related questions on it.
It has been also shown in this research and in other studies in the
women-and-Congress election literature that there ore some politicol
characteristics in districts that con give female House candidates such on
advantage. The problem lies when those political characteristics turn into
forces that work to female candidates' disodvontoges because they
happen to be disproportionately members of one political party versus
another. Hoffman, Palmer, and Gaddie (2000) find that Democratic
women in particular may be persistently disadvantaged in the post-1992
era. Their candidate attributes may indeed be very secondary to national
political forces, especially in open seats.
What is more apparent from this research is that socioeconomic
characteristics do not appear to be having any profoundly significont
pattern or effect upon female recruitment patterns at the nomination
stage. This could suggest severol things. It could illustrate points mode
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eariier in the relevant literature obout the interrelationship between
gender stereotypes and electoral outcomes. Recall that whot makes o
social welfare context thesis of least theoretically possible was the notion
that people assumed that o candidate's sex could help them estimate o
candidate's issue positions, particuloriy in the oreo of social welfare.
It seems, however, that this onolysis, along with the rest of the
literature on candidate sex cues, points out one glaring omission in Rule's
social welfare context thesis. For this concept to consistently work to
women's general advantage, constituency voters would hove to
consistently moke social welfare issues consistently important from
election to election. This analysis plus the candidate sex cue literature
seems to indicate that that is most often not the case. If the context thesis
could empirically work to women's benefit at oil, it will likely only function
sporadically and perhaps during times of economic downturn or greater
perceived socioeconomic stress.
This analysis certainly also hints at another possibility. Women,
because they run from lower levels of "ossumed competence" in voters'
minds, may experience differentials in terms of experience and funding
levels translating into lesser electoral outcomes. The unstondordized
coefficients for both differential funding and experience spell great gains
for women if they are lucky enough to raise more money than their mole
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opponents or if they are fortunate enough to hove hod more experience
than their mole counterparts in open seat contests, but what does that
really say about men and women if hypotheticolly both of them were to
hove exactly equal amounts of campaign resources? If, for instance, we
could compute a similarly experienced and financed man's share of the
total two-party spending of his open seat race, would shares of 50% of the
total campaign spending and above produce the same differential
returns as for women? Would they, in fact, be smaller since men ore the
disproportionate group occupying legislatures? If o woman open seat
challenger were to get, os they soy, more electoral "bong for her buck"
past 50% of the total spending than o mole challenger, what does that still
soy about women candidates todoy? Does it happen because they ore
"special" in terms of being outsiders in a good way, or does it spell out
some other inherent form of bios in our electoral system?
Regarding the social welfare context hypotheses (HI to H3), it
appears that H3 (urbanization) has the most empirical support among
them, especially in open seat environments. This association between
higher urbanized oreos and greoter likelihoods of female nominations,
probably needs to be explored more by other researchers os with other
topics in this port of the political science literature. It may be on empirical
connection that has very little to do with any kind of social welfare politics
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but much more to do with the fact that historicolly women hove hod
much better socioeconomic and professional opportunities leading to
greater opportunities for direct political participation. In contrast, it is hard
to say that female labor force participation and public assistance have
any appreciable effect of all upon voters electing o woman instead of o
man. This could be, again, because social welfare issues ore not
consistently salient for voters from election to election.
Once again we return to the importont general question of "When
a woman runs ogoinst o man, will she be helped or hurt more by her sex?"
(Darcy and Schramm, 1977:1). If looking at the candidate sex literature is
any guide, it appears that women candidates, as o group, may hove a
perceived and/or actual collective "uniqueness" that most of the time
seems to be o liability for them as political candidotes but ot sporadic
times seems like o special asset. Susan and Martin Tolchin (1973)
interviewed many female political figures, including Congresswomon
Margaret Heckler, who believed that women may actually hove greater
credibility and viability with the public in "extraordinary" times.
When the public has a lock of confidence, and in some coses
great suspicion and abhorrence of people in politics, they are
willing to look to someone they would not hove originally considered as acceptable. With the voters I wos considered trustworthy. They come to me; they believed in me and believed me.
Being a woman, it was easier for me to establish these credentials
because women hod not been associated with 'the mess we
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were in'-the usual phrase.(235)

Tolchin and Tolchin (1973) also pointed to how women find it hard
to not be "unusual" just from the very fact that so few of them serve in
office in the first place. There ore coses, they discovered, when their
uniqueness or candidate "novelty" actually works for them. It allows them
to be better recognized, porticulariy in o crowded field of candidates like
o primary election.
There ore times when women can benefit nationally from o positive
"identity politics." Plutzer and Zipp (1996) reported that sex or gender
was more salient in 1992 than in perhaps any other year. It was, in their
view, a combination of forces, most noteworthy among them the
aftermath of the Clarence Thomas Supreme Court confirmation hearings
and women increasingly feeling emboldened to truly run os "women."
However, this sense of identity politics is frequently rooted in short term
forces that only serve to produce short-term increased benefits for
political women.
This points to another problem that women may be facing in many
if not oil electoral arenas. They ore trying to either find o way to make
their "uniqueness" or gender identity "work" more often for them from
election to election, or to campaign, to speak, and to think os though
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they are actually members of the opposite sex. Cook (1998) argued that
maybe o fundamental port of the women's representational puzzle is
that, in much of the public's mind, chorocteristics that it tends to like in
candidates ore unevenly distributed in its perception or in octuolity. "If
voters are responding to the values thot they impute to candidates, they
may discriminate on the basis of sex in that they ascribe characteristics
that they like to one sex but not the other" (59).
If this is true, then more research cleoriy needs to be undertoken in
this area to determine more of o precise nature os to how, when, and
under what conditions these gender bias, stereotypes, heuristics, or cues
operate and with what groups of people. Cook (1998: 59) contended
that survey doto on the subject moy mask the degree that actually exists
in the public. Respondents may simply not wont to give interviewers what
could be considered o socially "unacceptable" answer. In elections in
which voters ore concerned with poverty, unemployment, education,
and other domestic policy issues, gender stereotypes may actually benefit
women.
Cook (1998) has also admitted thot some men and women may not
respond to candidate sex so much as to the party, ideology, and policy
views of candidates. A feminist womon, for instance, could vote for o
feminine man versus o conservative woman, or a socially conservative
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woman could also vote for a conservative man over a liberal feminist
woman. Although the sex of a candidate con be a factor, incumbency,
partisanship, and ideology drive most vote decisions.
Perhaps the best and the strongest generalization about American
women in electoral politics literoture come from Uhlaner and Scholzmon
(1986), Although a candidate's sex affects the likelihood that he or she
will hove the chorocteristics that contributors and voters will reward or find
more desirable, sex does not appear to have on independent effect
upon o candidate's ability to raise money and win votes. Once women
become candidates, their outcomes ore determined by political
characteristics that ore unevenly distributed by sex, rather than by sex
itself.
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Table 4,1, Descriptives and Frequencies of Variables. 1982-1998
Variables

Mean

S,D.

N

Range

Labor Force Participation

55.55

6,11

3837

57.4

Public Assistance Households

15458

8334

3838

66636

Urbanization

69.07

27,19

3915

100.0

Vote Percentage

38.20

12.43

427

84.0

Presidential Coattoils

36.94

17.38

419

87.0

Differential Spending

27.34

23.43

422

100.0

Variables

Value Labels

Primary

%

N

0=Women Do Not Run
l=Women Run

84.2
15.7

3298
617

Nomination

0=Woman Not Nominated
l=Woman Nominated

10.9
89,0

190
425

Outcome

0=Woman Not Elected
1 =Woman Elected

87,1
12.9

372
55

Seat Type

0=lncumbent
l=OpenSeat

91.7
8.3

3592
323

Differential
Electoral
Experience

-1=Man Has > Experience
0=Woman, Man Hove Equal
Experience
1=Woman Has > Experience

64.6
29.7
5.7

274
126
24

42.4
51.6

180
245

Woman's Party 0=Republicon
1=Democrat
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Table 4.2 Descriptives and Freouencies of Variables. 1982-1990,
Variables

Mean

S,D,

N

Range

Labor Force Participation

54,41

6.10

2173

45.1

Public Assistance Households

15414

7946

2175

66636

Urbanization

73.76

21.97

2175

87.0

Vote Percentage

35.99

11.66

188

76.0

Presidential Coattoils

44.65

12.56

181

82.0

Differential Spending

24.46

21.22

187

100.0

N

Variables

Value Labels

Primary

0=Women Don't Run
l=Women Run

87.5
12.5

1903
272

Nomination

0=Woman Not Nominated
l=Woman Nominated

30.9
69,1

84
188

Outcome

0=Woman Not Elected
l=Woman Elected

91.5
8.5

172
16

Seat Type

0=lncumbent
l^OpenSeot

93.9
6,1

2042
133

Differential
Electoral
Experience

-1 =Man Has > Experience
69.3
0=Woman, Man Hove
28.0
Equal Experience
1= Woman Has > Experience 2.7

129
52

51.9
48.1

97

Women's Party

0=Republican
1 =Democratic

97
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Table 4.3. Descriptives and Frequencies of Voriables, 1992-1998.
Variable

Mean

S.D.

N

Range

Labor Force Participation

57.70

5.79

1664

52.5

Public Assistance Households

15516

8818

1663

64342

Urbanization

63.21

31.60

1740

100.0

Vote Percentoge

39.94

12.76

239

83,0

Presidential Coattoils

31.08

18.26

236

87.0

Differential Spending

30.09

25.10

238

100.0

Variable

Value Labels

%

N

Primary

0=Women Don't Run
l=Women Run

80.2
19.8

1395
345

Nomination

0=Woman Not Nominoted 30.7
69,3
l=Woman Nominated

106
239

Outcome

0=Woman Lost
l=Woman Won

83,7
16,3

200
39

Seat Type

0=lncumbent
l=OpenSeat

89,1
10,9

1550
190

Differential
Electoral
Experience

-1 =Man Hos > Experience 60,9
0=Woman, Man Hove
31,1
Equal Experience
1=Woman Has > Experience 8.0

145
74

34.9
65.1

83
155

Woman's Party

0=Republican
1 =Democratic

98
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Toble 4.4. Number of House Districts Per Election Year

Year

N

1982

46

1984

62

1986

65

1988

46

1990

53

1992

103

1994

87

1996

93

1998

62

Average, 1982-1990 = 54
Average, 1992-1998 = 86
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Table 4.5, Women Running in Congressionol Primaries
By Urbanization Levels fin percentages)
(1982-1998)
Primary
Participation
Women Running
Women Not Running
Total
(N)

Urbanization
Lower
Higher
(<=meon)
(> mean)
13.0
87.0
100.0
(1817)

18.2
81.8
100.0
(2098)

Chi-squored = 19.62 (df = 1) (p < .01)
Cramer's V = .07

(1982-1990)
Urbanization
Primary
Participation
Women Running
Women Not Running
Total
(N)

Lower
(<=meon)

Higher
(>mean)

9.4
90.6
100.0
(914)

14.8
85.2
100.0
(1261)

Chi-squored = 13.82 (df = 1) (p < .01)
Cromer's V = .08

100

Table 4.5. (cont'd)
(1992-1998)
Urbanization
Primary
Lower
Higher
Participation
f<=mean)
(>mean)
Women Running
16.6
23.3
Women Not Running
83,4
76.7
Total
100.0
100.0
(903)
(837)
(N)
Chi-square = 12.22 (df =1) (p < .01)
Cramer's V = .08
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Table 4,6. Women Running in Congressional Primaries
By Labor Force Participation (in percentages)
(1982-1998)
Lobor Force Participation
Primary
Lower
Higher
Participation
(<=mean)
(>mean)
Women Running
12.8
17,9
Women Not Running
87.2
82.1
Total
100,0
100.0
(N)
(1809)
(2028)
Chi-square = 19,58 (df = 1) (p < ,01)
Cramer's V = .07

(1982-1990)
Lobor Force Participotion
Lower
Higher
Primary
(<=meon)
(>mean)
Participation
14.8
Women Running
10.6
85.2
Women Not Running
89.4
100.0
Total
100,0
(985)
(N)
(1188)
Chi-square = 8.742 (df = 1) (p < .01)
Cramer's V = .06
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Table 4.6. (cont'd)
(1992-1998)
Labor Force Participation
Primary
Lower
Higher
Participation
(<=meon)
(>meon)
Women Running
16.9
20.9
Women Not Running 83.1
79.1
Total
100.0
100.0
(N)
(621)
(1043)
Chi-square = 3.967 (df = 1) (p < .05)
Cramer's V = .05
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Table 4.7 Women Running in Congressional Primaries
By Public Assistonce fin percentages)
(1982-1998)
Public Assistance
Primop/
Higher
Lower
Participation
(<=mean)
(>mean)
Women Running
15.0
15.8
Women Not Running
85.0
84.2
Total
100.0
100.0
(1505)
(2333)
(N)
Chi-square = 0.447 (df = 1)
Cramer's V = .01

(1982-1990)
Primary
Participation
Women Running
Women Not Running
Total
(N)

Public Assistance
Higher
Lower
(<=mean)
(>mean)
12.9
12.3
87,7
87,1
100,0
100.0
(856)
(1319)

Chi-square = 0.153 (df ^= 1)
Cramer's V = .01
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Toble 4.7 (cont'd)
(1992-1998)
Primary
Participation
Women Running
Women Not Running
Total
(N)

Public Assistance
Lower
Higher
(<=meon)
f>mean)
20.4
17.9
79.6
82.1
100.0
100,0
(649)
(1014)

Chi-square= 1,632 (df = 1)
Cramer's V = .03
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Table 4.8. Women's Nominotions in Congressional
Primaries by Urbanization (in percentages).
(1982-1998)
Urbanization
Primop/
Lower
Higher
Result
(<=mean)
(>mean)
Women Nominated
72.5
67.2
Women Not Nominated 29.5
32.8
Total
100.0
100.0
(N)
(236)
(381)
Chi-square = 1.896 (df = 1)
Cramer's V = ,06

(1982-1990)
Urbanization
Primary
Lower
Participation
(<=mean)
Women Nominated
73.3
Women Not Nominated 26.7
100.0
Total
(86)
(N)
Chi-square = 1.009 (df = 1)
Cramer's V = .06
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Higher
(>mean)
67.2
32.8
100.0
(186)

Table 4.8. (cont'd)
(1992-1998)
Urbanization
Higher
Primary
Lower
Result
(<=mean)
(>mean)
28.0
Women Nominated
72.0
32.8
Women Not Nominated 28.0
100,0
Total
100,0
(195)
(N)
(150)
Chi-square = 0.926 (df = 1)
Cramer's V = ,05
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Table 4,9, Women's Nominations in Congressional
Primaries by Labor Force Participation (in percentages)
(1982-1998)
Labor Force Porticipotion
Primary
Lower
Higher
Result
(<=mean)
f>mean)
70.3
Women Nominated
66.2
29.7
Women Not Nominated
33.8
100.0
Total
100.0
(364)
(231)
(N)
Chi-square = 1.103 (df= 1)
Cramer's V = ,04

(1982-1990)
Primary
Result
Women Nominated
Women Not Nominated
Total
(N)
Chi-square = 0.253 (df = 1)
Cromer'sV = .03
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Labor Force Participation
Lower
Higher
(<=mean)
(>mean)
67.8
70.6
29.4
32.2
100.0
100.0
(126)
(146)

Table 4,9, (cont'd)
(1992-1998)
Primary
Result
Women Nominated
Women Not Nominated
Total
(N)

Labor Force Participation
Lower
Higher
(<=mean)
(>mean)
72.0
61,0
39.0
28.0
100.0
100,0
(218)
(105)

Chi-square = 4.016 (df = 1) (p < .05)
Cramer's V = . 11
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Table 4.10. Women's Nominations in Congressional
Primaries bv Public Assistance (in percentages).
(1982-1998)
Public Assistance
Primary
Higher
Lower
Result
(<=mean)
(>meon)
65.0
Women Nominated
71,0
35.0
Women Not Nominated
29.0
100.0
Total
100.0
(226)
(369)
(N)
Chi-square = 2.316 (df= 1)
Cramer's V = .06

(1982-1990)
Public Assistance
Primopy
Lower
Result
(<=meon)
Women Nominated
70.4
Women Not Nominoted
28.5
Total
100,0
(N)
(207)
Chi-square = 2.525 (df = 1)
Cramer's V = .08
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Higher
if>mean)
67.3
37.1
100.0
(116)

Table 4.10. (cont'd)
(1992-1998)
Public Assistance
Primary
Lower
Higher
Results
f<=mean)
f>mean)
62.9
Women Nominated
71.5
37.1
Women Not Nominated
28.5
100,0
100.0
Total
(226)
(369)
(N)
Chi-square = 2.525 (df = 1;
Cramer's V = .06

n

Table 4.11. Women's Congressional Election Results
By Urbanization fin percentages).
(1982-1998)
Urbgnizotion
Electoral
Lower
Higher
Result

Woman won
Woman lost
Total
(N)

f<=mftnnl

l>me^nn\

8.7
91.3
100.0
(172)

15.7
84.3
100.0
(255)

Chi-square = 4.441 (df = 1) (p < .05)
Cramer's V = .10

(1982-1990)
Urbanization
Electorol
Result
Womon won
Woman lost
Total
(N)

Lower
(<=mean)
4.8
95.2
100.0
(63)

Chi-square = 1.710 (df = 1)
Cramer's V = .10
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Higher
(>mean)
10.4
89.6
100,0
(125)

Table 4.11 (cont'd)
(1992-1998)
Electoral
Result
Woman won
Woman lost
Total
(N)

Urbanization
Lower
Higher
(<=mean)
(>mean)
11.0
20.8
79.2
89.0
100.0
100.0
(130)
(109)

Chi-square = 4.136 (df = 1)
Cramer's V = .13
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Table 4,12, Women's Congressionol Election Results
Bv Labor Force Participation (In percentoges),
(1982-1998)
Labor Force Participation
Electoral
Lower
Higher
Results
(<=mean)
(>mean)
Woman won
7.8
15.2
Woman lost
84.8
92.2
Total
100.0
100.0
(256)
(N)
(153)
Chi-square = 4.793 (df = 1) (p < .05)
Cramer's V = ,11

(1982-1990)
Electoral
Results
Woman won
Woman lost
Total
(N)

Labor Force Participation
Lower
Higher
(<=mean)
(>mean)
13.1
3,4
96,6
86,9
100,0
100,0
(99)
(89)

Chi-square = 5,734 (df = 1) (p < .05)
Cramer's V = .11
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Table 4.12 (cont'd)
(1992-1998)
Electoral
Result
Woman won
Woman lost
Total
(N)

Labor Force Participation
Lower
Higher
(<=mean)
(>mean)
14.1
16.6
83.4
85.9
100,0
100.0
(157)
(64)

Chi-square = 0.213 (df= 1)
Cramer's V = .03
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Table 4.13. Women's Congressional Election Results
Bv Public Assistance (in percentages),
(1982-1998)
Public Assistance
Lower
Higher
Election
(<=mean)
(>mean)
Result
Woman won
13.4
10.8
89.2
86.6
Womon lost
100.0
100.0
Total
(148)
(261)
(N)
Chi-square = 0.585 (df = 1)
Cramer's V = .04

(1982-1990)
Election
Result
Woman won
Woman lost
Total
(N)

Public Assistance
Higher
Lower
(>mean)
(<=mean)
11,4
4.1
95.9
88.6
100.0
100.0
(74)
(114)

Chi-square = 3.113 (df = 1) (p < .05)
Cramer's V = -. 13
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Table 4.13 (cont'd)
(1992-1998)
Electoral
Result
Woman won
Woman lost
Total
(N)

Public Assistance
Lower
Higher
f<=meonl
(>mean)
15.0
17.6
85.0
82.4
100.0
100.0
(147)
(74)

Chi-square = 0.250 (df = 1)
Cramer's V = .03
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Table 4.14 Logistic Model of Women's Nomination Efforts. 1982-1998.
Vanable
Labor Force
Participation

B
-.006

S£^
.019

Wold
.090

Significance
.764

Public Assistance -.000

.000

2.956

.086

Urbanization

.008

.004

4.763

.029

1984

.509

,429

1,407

.236

1986

.643

.424

2.296

.130

1988

-.144

.487

.087

.768

1990

-.212

.415

.199

.656

1992

.416

.416

1.001

.317

1994

.680

.419

2.635

.105

1996

.104

.427

.060

.807

1998
^00
^453
Dependent Variable = Nominate
Intercept = -1.669
Pseudo R-squore = .035
-2 Log Likelihood = 718.190

J96

.658
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Table 4,15, Logistic Model of Women's Electoral Outcomes, 1982-1998
Variable
B
LE
Labor Force
-.003
.056
Participation
Labor x Open
,017
.035
Public Assistance -,000
,000
P.A. X Open
.000
.023
Urbanization
-.02
.013
Urban x Open
1984
1.576
1.300
1986
-.280
1.058
1988
.368
1,301
.259
1.221
1990
1,014
1.174
1992
1.142
-.341
1994
-.024
1,025
1996
2.258
2.786
1998
•1.347
.483
Differential
Experience
Presidential
-.107
.033
Coattoils
-.084
.483
Differential
Spending
Dependent Variable = Outcome
Intercept = 10.254
Pseudo R-squore = .366
-2 Log Likelihood = 112.159
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Wold
,003

Siqnif,
,006

.247
2,173
.413
1.548

.619
.140
.520
.213

1.471
.070
.080
.045
1.341
.089
.001
1.523
7.780

.225
.791
111
.832
.309
J66
.982
.217
.005

10.320

.001

7.780

.005

Table 4,16, OLS Model of Women's House Condidocies, 1982-1998
B
Variable
-,077
Labor Force
Participation
-.141
Labor x Open
Public Assistance-.OOO
.000
Assist X Open
-.010
Urbanization
.087
Urban x Open
.262
Presidential
Coattoils
3.077
Democrat
.253
Differential
Spending
3.046
Differential
Experience
-2.953
1984
-2.199
1986
-1.766
1988
3.620
1990
4.111
1992
1.219
1994
2.048
1996
10.366
1998
Dependent Variable = Vote
Constant = 27.063
R-squored = .70
Adjusted R-squored = .68

SE
.071

Beta
-.039

T
-1.083

.049
.000
.000
.016
,034
.035

-.267
-.135
.161
-.023
.226
.373

-2.890a
-3.6960
2.808a
-0.631
2.572b
7.434a

,763
,019

.125
.489

4.035a
13.313a

,715

.147

4.262a

-.072
-.054
-.041
.091
.121
.033
,062
.262

-1.682c
-1.262
-0.983
2.070b
2.485b
0.713
1.261
4.5340

1.755
1,742
1.797
1.749
1.654
1.710
1.625
2.286
Percentage

a: p < .01
b: p < .05
c:p<.10
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

After the preceding empirical analysis of women's nomination and
election rates to the U.S. House of Representatives, I arrive of the following
general conclusions:
•

Social welfare contexts in House districts do not work to women's
individual or collective benefit in competing in incumbent seats.
They appear to hove very little to do with enhancing mojor party
nomination chances,

•

A social welfare context's effects ore more consistent of the
open seat level, suggesting that women may hove o perceived
or actual uniqueness in voters' minds that only in o capricious
or occasional sense works to their collective advantage, possibly
due to some periodic socioeconomic stress or some
fundamental political change that produces more legislative
vacancies.

•

Women get significant boosts in vote shares when they ore either
competitively close to or surpassing their mole opponents in
previous electorol experience ond spending compaign money,

•

Women are not behaving like "strategic politicians" in choosing
to run in districts "favorable" to them. There simply may not be
many of them in existence, and their choices may be very
limited due to widespread mole incumbency.

It seems that aspiring women politicians everywhere in the U.S. ore
faced with o myriad of frustrations, paradoxes, bias, stereotypes and
barriers to further entry into the House of Representatives, many of them ot
least co-authored by persistently high mole incumbency. One
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fundamental problem that seems to be occurring in at least some
women's candidacies is the notion of the "double bind." As Ruth Mandel
once described it, "if you're assertive and aggressive enough to do the
job, you're unfeminine and therefore unacceptable; if you're not
aggressive enough, you can't do the job—and in either cose, goodbye"
(1981:43).
What seems to be the fundamental problem regarding women's
notoriously slow march to higher legislative proportions is that
opportunities for female advancement ore not blocked by outright
discrimination against the female sex but rother by electoral structures,
processes, practices, and moybe even individual voter habits that hurt
non-incumbents in general, of which women happen to be o very
disproportionate group (Gaddie ond Bullock 1997), The non-institutionol
component of the problem still appears to be some sort of gender bios
employed ogoinst women candidates at election time, though exactly
how this tends to operate with different groups of people across space
and time no one seems to know.
Why might voters have any kind of bios for or against women
candidates? They may hove deeply held ideological beliefs about what
social and political roles for men and women ore proper. Also, mole and
female candidates may bring different octuol or publicly perceived
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values with them to politics and that one set of them is preferable to the
other (Cook 1998). There may also still be the lower "assumed
competence" for women candidates compared to their mole
opponents. As John Deordourff, o GOP campaign consultant, was
quoted, "men are perceived to be competent until proven otherwise,
whereas women hove to prove they ore competent" (Witt, Paget, and
Matthews, 1994: 116),
Bledsoe and Herring (1986) believed that the current system of
gaining political office is too highly individualistic and competitive,
emphasizing characteristics that ore fundamentally inconsistent with o
woman's role orientation. Campaigning, in their view, requires o
disregard or o lessening of importance of sociol responsibilities and other
personal relationships. Women tend to hove o more balanced system of
values and priorities and ore at o distinct disadvantage in heod-to-heod
electoral competition.
One ospect of proposed structurol changes ollegedly designed to
break many of the painfully high barriers surrounding women candidates
involves political parties. Darcy, Welch, ond Clark contended that too
much issue advocacy external to the political parties has discouraged
reform attempts within the major politicol parties, reforms which could
potentially work to women activists' interests.
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American political parties do not hove the some ability as parties
in other countries to effect meaningful changes. In part, this is
because the management of U.S. political parties is heavily
governed by the lows of the fifty states. All states hold primories
to nominate their congressional candidates. The notional or state
party organizations cannot impose condidotes on constituencies
or overrule the primary voters' decision. A shift owoy from the use
of party primaries in selecting party candidates and greater use of
party committees and conventions would strengthen the parties
and bring American parties more in line with those in other nations.
Women and sympathetic men party activists would be in o stronger
position to support and sponsor potential women condidotes.
Further, the porty organizations would be in a position to recruit
and sponsor candidates eoriy enough to develop into serious
alternatives to sitting incumbents.(l 994:189)

Dorcy, Welch, ond Clork (1994) further believed thot porties should
be strengthened not just in terms of nomination functions but also in terms
of fundraising. Even with the growth in organizations like EMILY'S List and
other pro-women PACs, what may be called for is o weakening of the
PAC and candidate-centered fundraising system might help. Parties
around the worid, they contended, hove o greater role in these areas,
and their countries rank even higher than the U.S. in female
representation.
On the candidate sex bios front, whot may be perhaps needed in
terms of research may be more studies on female and mole individuol
campaign styles. Huddy and Terkildsen (1993) believed that it is possible
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that candidates of both sexes increasingly feel the need to campaign
"androgynously" to overcome persistent gender stereotypes.
Female candidates who hove run recently for highly visible
state or national elected office hove waged increasingly
combative campaigns in which they hove stressed their
toughness and aggressiveness, typically masculine qualities.
At the some time, their mole counterparts have clamored
to oppeor sympathetic, kind, and accessible, typically
feminine traits. Apparently, both mole and female candidates
feel compelled to adopt of least some positions or traits
thought typical of the other gender.(120)

As Huddy and Terkildsen further stated, "the real struggle faced by female
condidotes...is to convey successfully to voters that they possess
mosculine personality traits" (140-141).
One other area related to female campaigning for legislative
representation that is probably worth some more investigating is genderbosed differences in not just compoigning but in medio coveroge of both
mole and female candidates and of campaign messoge management.
Kohn (1993), like o growing number of scholors in this oreo, believed that
the value placed upon a typical female's strengths and uniqueness may
vary with different contexts and concerns in different election years. For
instance, o "kinder, gentler, compassionote" imoge may hove
successfully worked for women in 1992. "Outsiders" like female
candidates were considered os "alternates" badly needed to rid
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Congress of the influences of the Reogon/Bush Administration years.
Voter preferences in support of politicions with masculine characteristics
tend to be more stable.
More work in this area should maybe follow along the lines of Kahn
(1993), who studied televised political commercials of thirty-eight Senate
candidates from 1984 to 1986, Kahn found differences in medio
presentations of men and women candidates; she also hinted of possible
differences in mole and femole campaign message emphases. Kohn
(1993) also observed that mole and female candidates could adopt
campaign strategies that ore similar on some levels but dissimilar on
others. They could be similar in terms of preferring to focus upon policy
matters in candidate-centered appeals but maybe also similar in terms of
not taking specific stonds on issues, thus making the information
environment within House districts even murkier. She also expected that
men and women highlight their own personality strengths in ods instead of
criticizing their opponents on personal grounds.
To return, however, to the institutional front, Schroedel and
Mozumdar (1998) stated that women as o group needing increased
political numerical representation will be affected by four things. One is
the enactment of term limits on state elected officials. Another is
campaign finance reform. A third is o set of possible modifications in
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discriminatory electoral arrangements. A final one is shifts in voter
mobilization.
Regarding the possible impact of term limits on upward female
legislative recruitment, Schroedel and Mozumdar (1998) believed that is
impossible to gauge the long-term effects of the term limitation
movement. Lows recently passed in different states cover different offices
besides legislative ones and the term limit movement may not hove
permanently ground to a holt. However, there is little denying that the
one of the long-term effects will be for women in terms of increased
opportunities to rise to legislative leadership positions.
Second, with regard to campaign finance reform proposals
(Schroedel and Mozumdar 1998), Democratic women moy actually be
more adversely affected than Republicans. Women in both parties hove
received different training and funding from very different sources.
Because of the external perception of the Republican Party as ontiwomen. Republicans hove run special political compoigning workshops
to specifically train aspiring GOP women. Democratic women, in
contrast, hove become increasingly dependent upon feminist PACs like
EMILY'S List. In so doing, they may become vulnerable to changes in
campaign finance lows.
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Third, changes are taking place in mobilizing women voters. After
the 1994 midterm elections in which the huge number of women voters
who turned out to vote in 1992 failed to do so that year, EMILY's List
launched o notionol mobilization compoign, WOMEN VOTE, to mobilize
female nonvoters. Their latest massive campaign focused upon
increasing female voter turnout in fifteen states at o budget of ten million
dollars. Currently, the American Association of University Women (AAUW)
is involved in o similar mobilization effort with using the Intemet to stimulate
nonvoter turnout. Both the AAUW and the EMILY's List efforts could
increase the gender voting gap and maybe even shift support back
toward Democratic female candidates. There hove also been recent
challenges regarding electoral orrongements that may be biased against
women (Schroedel and Mozumdar, 1998: 213-214).
There is some scholariy consensus thot the key to o fundomentol
understanding of the problem of representation of women is that the
problem and the possible solutions lie in the working of the political system
(e.g. Dorcy, Welch, and Clork, 1994). The most vexing facet of it to date is
the "bottleneck" phenomenon described by Duerst-Lahti (1998), o
enlarged pool of experienced, talented, qualified state elected female
officials who hove not been filtering steadily to Congress, even to
congressional primaries. Dorcy and Choike (1986), however, hove
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cautioned that such on obsession with trying to recruit state legislative
female members for congressional races might run the risk of making state
legislatures even less gender representative.
Gaddie and Bullock (2000) observed that the woy to fully exploit the
opportunities afforded in open seats is to create politicol connections
down ticket. The main reason for the rapid and sudden advancement of
several Florida female politicians was the disruption of the incumbency
odvontoge in the stote legislature. Analysis of special elections found that
women could run as well or even better than men when those conditions
occur (Gaddie and Bullock 1997).
On the basis of Florido's phenomenal growth of congressional
female representation in 1992 and Connecticut's slightly similor
experience in 1982, Gaddie and Bullock (2000) contended that the future
growth in female representation will require two changes in the role of
women in open seat elections. First, not only will more women have to
run, but it will help immensely if they bring the kinds of political
connections, fund-raising ability, and prior political experience. Second,
parties will hove to be at the center of recruiting more women to
especially run for open seats.
Gaddie and Bullock (2000) further observed that holt of all
congressional districts become open seat during the decade between
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reapportionments. They believed that if women con win half of those
open seats in a given election year while distributing female retirements in
on approximate proportion to their shore of seats entering each election,
then the House con become roughly majority female within two decades.
If the gender gap continues to favor Democrats, then women may be
better inclined to seek congressional seats with that party label.
Democrats, then, may be one of the primary architects behind eventual
increased female representation.
Increasing women's representation will continue to matter, of
course, os long os some demonstrated relationship between
policymaking and female proportions con be mode. However, Dodson
(1998) offered two "cautionary notes." First, she reminded us that even
when Congresswomen talk possionotely and enthusiasticolly about
addressing women's shared policy concerns, it helps to remember that
women ore not quite that strongly unified o caucus. There is much
occupational and socioeconomic diversity among such women such that
they will of times naturally differ on what problems ore the most important
for women to face, the kinds of women that they ore specifically
representing, and the extent to which different women's concerns are
salient.
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Dodson (1998) also reminded us that women os a legislative
subgroup ore hardly o monolithic bloc. They may hove hod some success
in getting some gender-relevant and gender-salient policies passed, but
they may never really wield the levers of congressional policymaking until
they ore given the chance to chair powerful and influential committees
themselves, which with increased tenure may not be too far into the
future for some of the female membership.
What the issue of increased female legislative representation moy
be oil about, in the final analysis, may be questions of equality of
opportunity versus equolity of condition, according to Uhlaner and
Schlozman.
Even if equality of opportunity were the norm throughout women
would be locked into o self-perpetuoting cycle of inequality of
result. In the classic formulation of the ideology of the American
Dream, the gifted and hard-working hove o chance to get oheod
no matter how humble their origins. In short, inequalities of result
ore compatible with equality of opportunity if the personal qualities
and talents...that ore ultimately reloted to success ore distributed
without regard to previous social advantage. However, equality
of opportunity tokes on o different meaning when inequalities of
condition contaminate the obility to compete on on equol footing.
Since the single most useful resource for winning office is
incumbency itself, women con never be equal ot the starting line.
Viewed from this perspective, it becomes clear that equal
opportunity to compete for public office may demand more than
mere equality of opportunity with respect to campaign finance.
(1986:47-48)
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